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Abstract
We prove that the kernels of the restrictions of symplectic Dirac or symplectic
Dirac-Dolbeault operators on natural subspaces of polynomial valued spinor fields are
finite dimensional on a compact symplectic manifold. We compute those kernels for
the complex projective spaces. We construct injections of subgroups of the symplectic
group (the pseudo-unitary group and the stabilizer of a Lagrangian subspace) in the
group Mpc and classify G-invariant Mpc-structures on symplectic spaces with a G-
action. We prove a variant of Parthasarathy’s formula for the commutator of two
symplectic Dirac-type operators on a symmetric symplectic space.
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1 Introduction
This paper is a contribution to the growing literature on Dirac operators in a symplectic
context. In order for it to be self-contained, we have included all relevant definitions and
constructions. The first introduction of symplectic spinors on a symplectic manifold (M,ω)
was made by Kostant [9] using an auxiliary metaplectic structure. Metaplectic structures do
not always exist, there is a topological obstruction of being a spin manifold so that important
examples such as CP 2n are not metaplectic. In the metaplectic setting, using a symplectic
connection, K. Habermann was the first to introduce [5] the notion of a symplectic Dirac
operator D. A few years later, K. and L. Habermann used a compatible positive almost
complex structure J on (M,ω) and a linear connection preserving J and ω (which may have
torsion) to define a second Dirac operator D˜, [6]. They showed further that the commutator
[D, D˜] is elliptic. In [3], three of the present authors modified Habermann’s construction
using an Mpc-structure on (M,ω) which always exists and an Mpc-connection to define
symplectic Dirac operators on any symplectic manifold. The introduction of a compatible
positive almost complex structure J on (M,ω) and an MU c-connection allows again the
construction of a second operator DJ . The commutator [D,DJ ] is again elliptic. In [2],
we observed that similar constructions could be performed on symplectic manifolds which
admit a field A of infinitesimally symplectic endomorphisms of the tangent bundle, yielding
an operator DA. It can be similarly extended in a Riemannian or pseudo-Riemannian
context.
A compatible positive almost complex structure J gives a splitting of the complexified
tangent bundle, which led in [3] to the definition of two partial Dirac operators D′ and D′′
such that
D = D′ +D′′ DJ = i(−D
′ +D′′).
These operators were rediscovered in [8] in the framework of Ka¨hler manifolds and named
symplectic Dolbeault operators. We shall call them here symplectic Dirac–Dolbeault op-
erators. When the connection is chosen so that the torsion vector of the induced linear
connection vanishes, the operator D′′ is the formal adjoint of D′. One can always choose
such a connection (but not uniquely).
The choice of J defines, in the space of spinor fields, a dense subspace consisting of
polynomial-valued spinor fields. The operator D′ raises the degree of a polynomial valued
spinor field by 1 whereas D′′ lowers this degree by 1. The commutator is an elliptic operator
which preserves the degree. Theorem 4.2 proves that the kernel of the operator D restricted
to spinor fields with values in polynomials of degree at most k is finite dimensional for all
k on any compact symplectic manifold, for any choices made (i.e. any compatible positive
almost complex structure J , any Mpc-structure and any MU c-connection with vanishing
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torsion vector).
One way to limit the degree of arbitrariness in the construction is to restrict oneself
to an invariant situation. We consider symplectic manifolds endowed with a symplectic
action of a Lie group G and we study in Section 3.2 the construction and classification of G-
invariantMpc-structures. AlthoughMpc-structures exist on any homogeneous manifolds, it
is not guaranteed that homogeneous Mpc-structures exist on any homogeneous manifolds.
As could be guessed, the existence of a G-invariant Mpc-structure on a G-homogeneous
symplectic manifold is equivalent to the existence of a lift of the isotropy representation to
the group Mpc. In Section 2.7, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence
of a lift of a subgroup H of the symplectic group into the groupMpc. Proposition 2.18 gives
such a lift for the pseudo-unitary group, and Proposition 2.22 for the subgroup preserving
a complex Lagrangian subspace.
The last part of the paper deals with Dirac operators on symplectic symmetric spaces.
Proposition 4.4 gives a Parthasarathy type formula for the operators of the type [D′, D′′] and
exhibit the dependence in the character of the isotropy group which characterizes the choice
of the invariant Mpc-structure. Section 4.3 gives the spectrum of the operator [D′, D′′] and
the kernels of the operators D, D′ and D′′ restricted to polynomial valued spinor fields on
complex projective spaces.
Acknowledgements
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2 Subgroups of Sp(V,Ω) and lifts to Mpc(V,Ω, j)
2.1 The symplectic Clifford algebra
Let (V,Ω) be a finite-dimensional real symplectic vector space of dimension 2n. The sym-
plectic Clifford Algebra Cl(V,Ω) is the associative unital complex algebra generated by V
with the relation
u · v − v · u =
i
~
Ω(u, v)1 (1)
where h is a positive real number and ~ = h
2π
.
A symplectic spinor space is a vector space carrying a representation of the symplectic
Clifford algebra. This representation, called Clifford multiplication and denoted by cl, is
derived from an irreducible unitary representation of the Heisenberg group. There are many
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ways to construct such a representation; in the next subsection we describe a particular form
of the Fock representation which is adapted to our applications.
2.2 The Fock representation of the Heisenberg group
Let (V,Ω) be a finite-dimensional real symplectic vector space of dimension 2n. Consider
the Heisenberg Lie group H(V,Ω) whose underlying manifold is V × R with multiplication
(v1, t1)(v2, t2) = (v1 + v2, t1 + t2 −
1
2
Ω(v1, v2)).
Its Lie algebra h(V,Ω) has underlying vector space V ⊕ R with bracket
[(v, s), (w, s′)] = (0, − Ω(v, w))
and is two-step nilpotent. The exponential map is exp(v, s) = (v, s).
In any (continuous) unitary irreducible representation U of the Heisenberg group on a
separable Hilbert space H, the centre {0} × R acts by multiples of the identity: (0, t) 7→
eiλtIH for some real number λ and it is known that any two irreducible unitary repres-
entations with the same non-zero central parameter are unitarily equivalent (Stone–von
Neumann Uniqueness Theorem). Up to scaling, complex conjugation and equivalence there
is just one infinite dimensional unitary irreducible representation fixed by specifying its
parameter λ which we take as λ = −1/~. Note that a representation of the Clifford algebra
corresponds to a representation of the Lie algebra of the Heisenberg group with prescribed
central character equal to − i
~
.
The infinite dimensional unitary representation of the Heisenberg group with central
parameter −1/~ can be constructed in a number of ways, for example on L2(V/W ) with W
a Lagrangian subspace of (V,Ω) (Schro¨dinger picture). For our purposes it is most useful
to realise it on a Hilbert space of holomorphic functions (Fock picture). For this we fix a
positive compatible complex structure (PCCS) j on (V,Ω).
Definition 2.1 A compatible complex structure ˜ on (V,Ω) is a (real) linear map of V which
is symplectic, Ω(˜v, ˜w) = Ω(v, w), and satisfies ˜ 2 = −IdV . We denote by j(V,Ω) the set
of compatible complex structures. Given such a ˜ ∈ j(V,Ω), the map (v, w) 7→ G˜(v, w) :=
Ω(v, ˜w) is a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form. The symplectic group acts by con-
jugation on the space of compatible complex structures and the orbits are characterised
by the signature of the form G˜. We say ˜ is positive if this form is positive definite. Let
j+(V,Ω) denote the set of PCCS.
Picking j ∈ j+(V,Ω) gives a complex Hilbert space (V,Ω, j) of complex dimension n =
1
2
dimR V with the Hermitean structure
〈v, w〉j = Ω(v, jw)− iΩ(v, w) = Gj(v, w)− iΩ(v, w), |v|
2
j = 〈v, v〉j (2)
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(which is complex linear in the first argument, anti-linear in the second).
We may consider the Hilbert space H(V,Ω, j) of holomorphic functions f(z) on (V,Ω, j)
which are L2 in the sense that the norm ‖f‖j given by
‖f‖2j = h
−n
∫
V
|f(z)|2e−
|z|2j
2~ dz
is finite, where dz denotes the normalised Lebesgue volume on V for the norm | · |j. The
Heisenberg group H(V,Ω) acts unitarily and irreducibly on H(V,Ω, j) by the representation
Uj where
(Uj(v, t)f)(z) = e
−it/~+〈z,v〉j/2~−|v|2j/4~f(z − v).
The Heisenberg Lie algebra h(V,Ω) then has a skew-Hermitean representation on the
dense subspace of smooth vectors H(V,Ω, j)∞ of this representation. For results and refer-
ences concerning the space of smooth vectors of a unitary representation of a Lie group see
[4]. If f ∈ H(V,Ω, j)∞ we have
(U˙j(v, s)f)(z) = −
is
~
f(z) +
1
2~
〈z, v〉jf(z)− (∂zf)(v)
where (∂zf)(v) =
∑n
k=1 v
k∂zkf denotes the holomorphic derivative of f in the direction of
v. If we extend the representation of h(V,Ω) to its enveloping algebra then H(V,Ω, j)∞
becomes a Fre´chet space with seminorms f 7→ ‖u · f‖j for u in the enveloping algebra, and
its dual H(V,Ω, j)−∞ can be viewed as containing H(V,Ω, j) so we have a Gelfand triple
H(V,Ω, j)∞ ⊂ H(V,Ω, j) ⊂ H(V,Ω, j)−∞ on which the enveloping algebra acts compatibly.
Any of those spaces can be considered as symplectic spinor space with the corresponding
representation cl of the symplectic Clifford algebra cl(V,Ω) defined by extending the Clifford
multiplication cl(v) := U˙j(v, 0):
(cl(v)f)(z) =
1
2~
〈z, v〉jf(z)− (∂zf)(v) (3)
which satisfies
cl(v)(cl(w)f)− cl(w)(cl(v)f) =
i
~
Ω(v, w)f.
Note, in this definition f is initially taken in the smooth vectors H(V,Ω, j)∞ but cl(V,Ω)
can be viewed as also acting on H(V,Ω, j) or H(V,Ω, j)−∞ in the distributional sense with
the same formulas.
2.3 Definition of the Mpc group
We denote by Sp(V,Ω) the Lie group of invertible linear maps g:V → V such that
Ω(gv, gw) = Ω(v, w) for all v, w ∈ V . Its Lie algebra sp(V,Ω) consists of linear maps
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ξ:V → V with Ω(ξv, w) + Ω(v, ξw) = 0 for all v, w ∈ V or equivalently (u, v) 7→ Ω(u, ξv) is
a symmetric bilinear form.
Sp(V,Ω) acts as a group of automorphisms of the Heisenberg group H(V,Ω) by
g · (v, t) = (g(v), t).
By composing the representation Uj of H(V,Ω) on H(V,Ω, j) with an automorphism
g ∈ Sp(V,Ω) we get a second representation of H(V,Ω) also on H(V,Ω, j):
Ugj (v, t) = Uj(g · (v, t)) = Uj(g(v), t)
which is still irreducible and has the same central parameter −1
~
. By the Stone–von Neu-
mann Uniqueness Theorem there is a unitary transformation U of H(V,Ω, j) such that
Ugj = U Uj U
−1. (4)
Since Uj is irreducible, the operator U is determined up to a scalar multiple by the cor-
responding elements g of Sp(V,Ω), and it is known to be impossible to make a continuous
choice Ug which respects the group multiplication.
Definition 2.2 The group Mpc(V,Ω, j) consists of the pairs (U, g) of unitary transforma-
tions U of H(V,Ω, j) and elements g of Sp(V,Ω) satisfying
Uj(g(v), t) = U Uj(v, t)U
−1 ∀(v, t) ∈ H(V,Ω), (4)
with diagonal multiplication law.
The map
σ : Mpc(V,Ω, j)→ Sp(V,Ω) : (U, g) 7→ σ(U, g) := g (5)
is a surjective homomorphism with kernel consisting of all unitary multiples of the identity.
So we have a central extension
1 −→ U(1) −→Mpc(V,Ω, j)
σ
−→ Sp(V,Ω) −→ 1 (6)
which does not split.
2.4 Parametrising the symplectic group
Choose and fix j ∈ j+(V,Ω). A parametrisation of the real symplectic group, which will
be useful to describe a parametrisation of the Mpc group, and which depends on the triple
(V,Ω, j) is given as follows. Consider GL(V, j) = {g ∈ GL(V ) | gj = jg} and observe that
U(V,Ω, j) = Sp(V,Ω) ∩GL(V, j) is the unitary group of the Hilbert space (V,Ω, j).
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Any g ∈ Sp(V,Ω) decomposes uniquely as a sum Cg +Dg of a j-linear and j-antilinear
part,
g = Cg +Dg, Cg =
1
2
(g − jgj), Dg =
1
2
(g + jgj). (7)
For any 0 6= v ∈ V , we have 4Ω(Cgv, jCgv) = 2Ω(v, jv) + Ω(gv, jgv) + Ω(gjv, jgjv) > 0 so
that Cg is invertible. Define
Zg = C
−1
g Dg. (8)
Clearly g = Cg(1 + Zg) and Zg is C-antilinear.
Equating C-linear and C-antilinear parts in 1 = g−1g gives
Zg−1 = −CgZgC
−1
g and 1 = Cg−1Cg(1− Z
2
g ).
Thus 1− Z2g is invertible with (1− Z
2
g )
−1 = Cg−1Cg. Decomposing a product yields
Cg1g2 = Cg1(Cg2 + Zg1Cg2Zg2) = Cg1(1− Zg1Zg−12 )Cg2
and
Zg1g2 = C
−1
g2 (1− Zg1Zg−12 )
−1(Zg1 − Zg−12 )Cg2.
Adding and subtracting 〈gu, v〉j and 〈jgju, v〉j yields
C∗g = Cg−1 , 1− Z
2
g = (Cg−1Cg)
−1 = (C∗gCg)
−1,
which is positive definite, and
〈Zgu, v〉j = 〈Zgv, u〉j.
Hence any Zg has the three following properties: it is C-antilinear, the map (v, w) 7→
〈v, Zgw〉j is complex bilinear symmetric, and 1− Z
2
g is self adjoint and positive definite.
Let B(V,Ω, j) be the Siegel domain consisting of Z ∈ End(V ) such that
Zj = −jZ, 〈v, Zw〉j = 〈w,Zv〉j, and 1− Z
2 is positive definite.
Theorem 2.3 [10, 3] There is an injective map
Sp(V,Ω)→ GL(V, j)× B(V,Ω, j) : g 7→ (Cg, Zg),
whose image is the set {(C,Z) | 1− Z2 = (C∗C)−1}.
Indeed, for any such (C,Z), defining g = C(1 + Z), we have
Ω(gu, gv) = −Im〈C(1 + Z)u, C(1 + Z)v〉j = −Im〈(1 + Z)u, C
∗C(1 + Z)v〉j
= Im〈(1− Z)C∗C(1 + Z)v, u〉j = Im〈v, u〉j = Ω(u, v).
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Thus C and Z are parameters (but not independent) for an element of Sp(V,Ω). In order
to parametrise Mpc(V,Ω, j) in a similar fashion we observe that if Z1, Z2 ∈ B(V,Ω, j), then
1−Z1Z2 ∈ GL(V, j) and its real part,
1
2
((1−Z1Z2)+(1−Z1Z2)
∗) = 1
2
((1−Z1Z2)+(1−Z2Z1)),
is positive definite.
Any g ∈ GL(V, j) can be written uniquely in the form X+iY with X and Y self-adjoint,
and g ∈ GL(V, j)+ = {g ∈ GL(V, j) | g + g
∗ is positive definite} whenX is positive definite.
Positive definite self adjoint operators X are of the form X = eZ with Z self-adjoint and
Z 7→ eZ is a diffeomorphism of all self-adjoint operators with those which are positive
definite. Given self-adjoint operators X and Y with X positive definite then X + iY has
no kernel, so is in GL(V, j). Thus GL(V, j)+ is an open set in GL(V, j) diffeomorphic to
the product of two copies of the real vector space of Hermitean linear maps of (V,Ω, j). In
particular GL(V, j)+ is contractible so simply-connected. Thus there is a unique smooth
function a:GL(V, j)+ → C such that
Detjg = e
a(g), g ∈ GL(V, j)+
and normalised by a(I) = 0. Here Detjg is the determinant of g considered as a complex
transformation of V viewed as a complex space using j. Further, since Detj is a holomorphic
function on GL(V, j), a will be holomorphic on GL(V, j)+. In particular, for any Z1, Z2 ∈
B(V,Ω, j), we have
Detj(1− Z1Z2) = e
a(1−Z1Z2) (9)
and a(1− Z1Z2) is a holomorphic function of Z1 and anti-holomorphic function of Z2.
2.5 Parametrising the Mpc group
The group Mpc(V,Ω, j) is defined as pairs (U, g) with U a unitary operator on H(V,Ω, j)
and g ∈ Sp(V,Ω) satisfying (4). One can determine the form of the operator U in terms of
the parameters Cg, Zg of g introduced in the previous paragraph. Fixing j ∈ j+(V,Ω), any
bounded operator A on H(V,Ω, j) is determined by its Berezin kernel
A(z, v) = (Aev, ez)j = (Aev)(z)
where the ev are the coherent states of H(V,Ω, j) defined by (ev)(z) = e
1
2~
〈z,v〉j and one gets
Theorem 2.4 [10, 3] If (U, g) ∈Mpc(V,Ω, j) then the Berezin kernel U(z, v) of U has the
form
U(z, v) = λ exp
1
4~
{2〈C−1g z, v〉j − 〈z, Zg−1z〉j − 〈Zgv, v〉j} (10)
for some λ ∈ C with |λ2DetjCg| = 1. Moreover λ = (Ue0)(0) = (Ue0, e0)j.
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We call g, λ given by Theorem 2.4 the parameters of the element (U, g) ∈ Mpc(V,Ω, j).
If g is symplectic and λ ∈ C satisfies |λ2Detj Cg| = 1 we denote by Ug,λ the unitary
transformation whose kernel is given by (10). Writing the multiplication in Mpc(V,Ω, j) in
terms of the parameters, we get
Theorem 2.5 [10, 3] The product in Mpc(V,Ω, j) of (Ui, gi) with parameters gi, λi, i = 1, 2
has parameters g1g2, λ12 with
λ12 = λ1λ2e
− 1
2
a
(
1−Zg1Zg−12
)
(11)
where a is defined as in (9).
Corollary 2.6 The group Mpc(V,Ω, j) is a Lie group. It admits a smooth character η
given by
η(U, g) = λ2DetjCg ∈ U(1) (12)
if g, λ are the parameters of (U, g). The restriction of η to the central U(1) is the squaring
map. The inclusion U(1) →֒ Mpc(V,Ω, j) sends λ ∈ U(1) to (λIH, IV ) which has parameters
IV , λ. The exact sequence (6) is a central extension of Lie groups.
Definition 2.7 The metaplectic group is the kernel of η; it is given by
Mp(V,Ω, j) =
{
(U, g) ∈Mpc(V,Ω, j)
∣∣λ2DetjCg = 1}
with the multiplication rule given by Theorem 2.5.
For (U, g) ∈ Mp(V,Ω, j) it is clear from the definition that g determines λ up to sign
and so Mp(V,Ω, j) is a double covering of Sp(V,Ω).
Let mpc(V,Ω, j) be the Lie algebra of Mpc(V,Ω, j). Differentiating (6) gives an exact
sequence of Lie algebras
0 −→ u(1) −→ mpc(V,Ω, j)
σ
−→ sp(V,Ω) −→ 0. (13)
We denote by η∗:mp
c(V,Ω, j) −→ u(1) the differential of the group homomorphism η, and
observe that 1
2
η∗ is a map to u(1) which is the identity on the central u(1) of mp
c(V,Ω, j).
Hence (13) splits as a sequence of Lie algebras.
We let MU c(V,Ω, j) be the inverse image of U(V,Ω, j) under σ so that (6) induces a
corresponding short exact sequence
1 −→ U(1) −→MU c(V,Ω, j)
σ
−→ U(V,Ω, j) −→ 1. (14)
MU c(V,Ω, j) is a maximal compact subgroup of Mpc(V,Ω).
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Proposition 2.8 If (U, k) ∈ MU c(V,Ω, j) has parameters k and λ then λ(U, k) = λ is a
character of MU c(V,Ω, j). If f ∈ H(V,Ω, j) then (Uf)(z) = λf(k−1z), so unlike the exact
sequence (6), (14) does split canonically by means of the homomorphism
λ:MU c(V,Ω, j) −→ U(1).
This gives an isomorphism
MU c(V,Ω, j)
σ×λ
−→ U(V,Ω, j)× U(1). (15)
In addition we have the determinant character Detj:U(V,Ω, j) −→ U(1) which can be
composed with σ to give a character Detj ◦ σ of MU
c(V,Ω, j). The three characters η, λ
and Detj ◦σ are related by
η = λ2Detj ◦ σ. (16)
Remark 2.9 The map FJ : U(V,Ω, j) → Mp
c(V,Ω, j) : g 7→ (g, 1) is an isomorphism by
Proposition 2.8. We say U(V,Ω, j) is liftable to Mpc(V,Ω, j). In section 2.7, we look at
other subgroups of Sp(V,Ω) which are liftable.
2.6 Embedding of mpc(V,Ω, j) into the Clifford Algebra
For any v ∈ V we denote by v the linear form on V defined by
v(x) = Ω(v, x)
so that sp(V,Ω) is spanned by the elements
v ⊗ w + w ⊗ v ∀v, w ∈ V.
We endow the symplectic Clifford algebra with the Lie algebra structure [ , ]Cl defined by
skewsymmetrising the associative product ·, [a, b]Cl := a · b− b · a.
Lemma 2.10 The map
ν : sp(V,Ω)→ Cl(V,Ω) : v ⊗ w + w ⊗ v 7→ −
i~
2
(v · w + w · v) (17)
is a homomorphism of Lie algebras. Furthermore
[ν(A), v]Cl = Av for any A ∈ sp(V,Ω) and v ∈ V. (18)
Proof It is enough to observe that [v ⊗ v, w ⊗ w] = Ω(v, w)(v ⊗ w + w ⊗ v) and
[v · v, w · w]Cl = v · [v, w]Cl · w + [v, w]Cl · v · w + w · v · [v, w]Cl + w · [v, w]Cl · v
= 2
i
~
Ω(v, w)(v · w + w · v).
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Also (v ⊗ v)(x) = Ω(v, x)v and [v · v, x]Cl = v · [v, x]Cl + [v, x]Cl · v = 2
i
~
Ω(v, x)v.
The group Mpc(V,Ω, j) is the set of pairs of elements (U, g) with U a unitary operator on
H(V,Ω, j) and g ∈ Sp(V,Ω) satisfying (4) i.e. Uj(g(v), t) = U Uj(v, t)U
−1 ∀v, t. We have
a natural representation, denoted U, of Mpc(V,Ω, j) on H(V,Ω, j) defined by
U(U, g) := U.
The smooth vectors for this representation coincide with the smooth vectors for the repres-
entation of H(V,Ω, j). Differentiating this relation we obtain a representation
U∗ : mp
c(V,Ω, j)→ End(H(V,Ω, j)∞)
on the smooth vectors and for any X ∈ mpc(V,Ω, j) and f ∈ H(V,Ω, j)∞ we have
U˙j (σ∗(X)v, s) f =
[
U∗(X), U˙j (v, s)
]
f. (19)
Lemma 2.11 For any X ∈ mpc(V,Ω, j) we have
U∗(X) = cl (ν(σ∗(X))) +
1
2
η∗(X)Id. (20)
Proof By equation (19) and the definition of the Clifford multiplication, we have[
U∗(X), U˙j (v, 0)
]
f = [U∗(X), cl(v)] f = cl(σ∗(X)v)f ;
and by Lemma 2.10 σ∗(X)v = [ν(σ∗X), v]Cl so that
[U∗(X), cl(v)] f = cl ([ν(σ∗X), v]Cl) f = [cl (ν(σ∗X)) , cl(v)] f
which shows that U∗(X)− cl (ν(σ∗X)) commutes with the action of the Clifford multiplic-
ation, hence commutes with the representation of the Heisenberg Lie algebra and so is a
multiple of the identity (see [4]). Since mpc(V,Ω, j)
σ∗×η∗
−→ sp(V,Ω)× u(1) is an isomorphism
of Lie algebras and sp(V,Ω) is semisimple, any character of mpc(V,Ω, j) is a multiple of η∗
and we have
U∗(X) = cl (ν(σ∗X)) + aη∗(X)Id
for an a ∈ C. Evaluating the above for an element X ∈ muc(V,Ω, j)
σ∗×λ∗
≃ u(V,Ω, j)× u(1)
such that σ∗X = 0 and λ∗(X) = c we have, since U∗(X)f = cf and η∗(X) = 2λ∗(X), that
a = 1
2
.
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2.7 Subgroups of Sp(V,Ω) lifting to Mpc(V,Ω, j)
Definition 2.12 If H is a Lie subgroup of Sp(V,Ω) we say that H lifts or is liftable to
Mpc(V,Ω, j) if there is a smooth homomorphism F : H →Mpc(V,Ω, j) with σ ◦F = IdH .
Example 2.13 We have seen (Remark 2.9) that given any positive compatible complex
structure j ∈ j+(V,Ω), the inclusion of the unitary group U(V,Ω, j) in the symplectic group
Sp(V,Ω) lifts to an embedding Fj : U(V,Ω, j)→Mp
c(V,Ω, j). An element g ∈ U(V,Ω, j) is
mapped to the element Fj(g) in Mp
c(V,Ω, j) parametrised by g, 1, so Fj(g) = (U, g) where
the kernel U(z, v) of U is given by U(z, v) = exp 1
2~
〈g−1z, v〉j = ev(g
−1z). Hence
Fj : U(V,Ω, j)→Mp
c(V,Ω, j) : g 7→ Fj(g) = (U, g) with (Uf)(z) = f(g
−1z). (21)
We look at some other subgroups of Sp(V,Ω) which are liftable. A Lie subgroup H of
Sp(V,Ω) is liftable if there is a homomorphism F : H → Mpc(V,Ω, j) with F (g) = (U, g)
where the unitary operator U has parameters (g, f(g)). By Theorem 2.5 what is needed to
obtain such a homomorphism is a smooth C∗-valued function f on H such that
f(g1g2) = f(g1)f(g2)e
− 1
2
a
(
1−Zg1Zg−12
)
(22)
and
|f(g)2Detj Cg| = 1, ∀g ∈ H. (23)
Note that from equations (22,23) two lifts of H differ by a homomorphism H → U(1),
so in general we may not have uniqueness of the lift. In summary
Theorem 2.14 A Lie subgroup H of Sp(V,Ω) is liftable to Mpc(V,Ω, j) if and only if
there is a smooth complex-valued function f on H satisfying equations (22,23). The group
Hom(H,U(1)) acts simply transitively on the set of lifts of H.
Remark 2.15 In the case of the unitary group U(V,Ω, j) we can simply take f ≡ 1.
If we square equation (22) we have
f(g1g2)
2 = f(g1)
2f(g2)
2Detj
(
1− Zg1Zg−12
)−1
= f(g1)
2f(g2)
2Detj
(
Cg1g2C
−1
g1
C−1g2
)−1
and hence the function f must satisfy
g 7→ f(g)2Detj(Cg)
is a homomorphism from H to U(1). Thus in order to have a lift H must consist of a
submanifold of elements g for which Detj(Cg) differs from a smooth square by a homo-
morphism. In fact this property is almost all that is required apart from a means of picking
smooth square roots as the following Lemma shows:
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Lemma 2.16 Let j ∈ j+(V,Ω) and H ⊂ Sp(V,Ω) be a Lie subgroup such that H1 =
H ∩ U(V,Ω, j) meets every connected component of H. Suppose there is a smooth map
f : H → C∗ such that
(i) f |H1 is a homomorphism of H1 into C
∗;
(ii) g 7→ f(g)2Detj Cg is a homomorphism of H into U(1).
Then (g, f(g)) are the parameters of an element F (g) = (U, g) of Mpc(V,Ω, j) and F : H →
Mpc(V,Ω, j) is a homomorphism with σ ◦F = IdH .
Proof Let ψ(g) = f(g)2Detj Cg then by (ii) ψ is a homomorphism into U(1) so in
particular |f(g)2Detj Cg| = 1 hence (g, f(g)) are the parameters of an element F (g) = (U, g)
of Mpc(V,Ω, j). We can then write f(g)2 = ψ(g) Detj C
−1
g for a homomorphism ψ so
f(g1g2)
2f(g1)
−2f(g2)
−2 = Detj
(
Cg2C
−1
g1g2
Cg1
)
= Detj (1− Zg1Zg2−1)
−1
= e−a(1−Zg1Zg2−1 ).
Thus
ε(g1, g2) = f(g1g2)f(g1)
−1f(g2)
−1e
1
2
a(1−Zg1Zg2−1
)
is a continuous function on H ×H taking values in {1,−1}. On H1 f is a homomorphism
and Zg = 0. Thus ε = 1 on H1 ×H1. Since H1 meets every component of H it follows that
ε = 1 on H ×H . We thus have
f(g1g2) = f(g1)f(g2)e
−
1
2
a(1−Zg1Zg2−1
)
which makes F a homomorphism by Theorem 2.14.
Remark 2.17 This Lemma also determines which subgroups H are liftable to the meta-
plectic group Mp(V,Ω, j) since, by Definition 2.7, the character in (ii) has to be trivial.
Thus we need a smooth square root f on H of the function Detj(Cg)
−1 which is a character
on H ∩ U(V,Ω, j).
2.7.1 The pseudo-unitary subgroup
Suppose we have a compatible complex structure ˜ ∈ j(V,Ω) which is not (necessarily)
positive definite. It is always possible to find a positive compatible complex structure
j ∈ j+(V,Ω) which commutes with ˜. One has:
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Proposition 2.18 The pseudo-unitary group U(V,Ω, ˜) := {g ∈ Sp(V,Ω) | g˜ = ˜g} embeds
in Mpc(V,Ω, j) for a j ∈ j+(V,Ω) commuting with ˜. The map
F˜,j : U(V,Ω, ˜)→Mp
c(V,Ω, j) : g 7→ F˜,j(g) = (Ug,λ, g) (24)
with λ =
(
DetjC
−
g
)−1
where C−g is the restriction of Cg =
1
2
(g − jgj) to the invariant
subspace V− = { v ∈ V | ˜v = −jv }, is an injective homomorphism lifting the inclusion of
U(V,Ω, ˜) in Sp(V,Ω).
Proof Since ˜j = j˜, we have (˜j)2 = Id so that
V = V+ ⊕ V−
where
V± = {v ∈ V | ˜jv = ∓v} = {v ∈ V | ˜v = ±jv}
are symplectic subspaces of V which are ˜- and j-stable, and orthogonal for Ω, Gj and G˜
(as in Definition 2.1).
Picking g ∈ U(V,Ω, ˜), we write g = Cg(Id + Zg) with Cg =
1
2
(g − jgj) ∈ GL(V, j)
and CgZg =
1
2
(g + jgj). Since g and j commute with ˜, Cg commutes with ˜ (and with
j) hence Cg preserves the splitting V = V+ ⊕ V−, so gives elements C
+
g of GL(V+, j) and
C−g of GL(V−, j). On the other hand Zg is ˜-linear but j-antilinear, so Zg(V±) ⊂ V∓; let
Z ′g := Zg|V+ : V+ → V− and Z
′′
g := Zg|V− : V− → V+.
Since g is ˜-linear, we want to express its complex determinant Det˜ g in terms of those
parameters:
Det˜ g = Det˜(Cg) Det˜(Id + Zg) = Det˜(C
+
g ) Det˜(C
−
g )) Det˜(Id + Zg)
= Detj(C
+
g )Detj(C
−
g )) Det˜(Id + Zg).
In a basis adapted to the decomposition V = V+ ⊕ V− the matrix of Zg has the form(
0 Z ′′g
Z ′g 0
)
so that
Id + Zg =
(
Id Z ′′g
Z ′g Id
)
=
(
Id 0
Z ′g Id
)(
Id Z ′′g
0 Id− Z ′gZ
′′
g
)
.
Thus Det˜(Id + Zg) = Det
V−
˜ (Id− Z
′
gZ
′′
g ) = Det
V−
j (Id− Z
′
gZ
′′
g ).
Now Id− Z2g =
(
C∗gCg
)−1
; hence
Id− Z2g =
(
Id− Z ′′gZ
′
g 0
0 Id− Z ′gZ
′′
g
)
=
((
C+∗g C
+
g
)−1
0
0
(
C−∗g C
−
g
)−1)
so that Det
V−
j (Id− Z
′
gZ
′′
g ) = Detj
(
C−∗g C
−
g
)−1
= Detj(C−g )
−1
Detj(C
−
g )
−1
. Hence we have
Det˜ g = Detj(C
+
g )Detj(C
−
g )Detj(C
−
g )
−1Detj(C−g )
−1
= Detj(C
+
g ) Detj(C
−
g )
−1
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so that
Detj Cg = Detj(C
+
g ) Detj(C
−
g ) = Det˜ g(Detj(C
−
g ))
2. (25)
Equation (25) suggests defining, for g ∈ U(V,Ω, ˜),
f˜,j(g) = Detj(C
−
g )
−1
so that f˜,j(g)
2Detj Cg = Det˜ g is a homomorphism of U(V,Ω, ˜)→ U(1). On U(V,Ω, ˜) ∩
U(V,Ω, j) we have C−g = g|V− and so f˜,j is a homomorphism. Further U(V,Ω, ˜) is connected
so that all the conditions of Lemma 2.16 are satisfied. Hence we have a homomorphism
F˜,j : U(V,Ω, ˜)→ Mp
c(V,Ω, j), F˜,j(g) = (Ug,λ, g)
with λ = f˜,j(g) = Detj(C
−
g )
−1 as claimed.
2.7.2 The stabiliser of a real Lagrangian subspace
If (V,Ω) is a real symplectic vector space of dimension 2n and D ⊂ V is a subspace then
we denote by D⊥ its Ω-orthogonal
D⊥ = {v ∈ V |Ω(v, w) = 0, ∀w ∈ D} .
D is called isotropic if D ⊂ D⊥ and (real) Lagrangian if it is maximal isotropic which is the
case when D = D⊥ so its dimension is n, half the dimension of V . We denote by Λ(V,Ω)
the set of real Lagrangian subspaces of (V,Ω). For F ∈ Λ(V,Ω) let
Sp(V,Ω, F ) = {g ∈ Sp(V,Ω) | g(F ) ⊂ F} .
If we take a PCCS j ∈ j+(V,Ω) then jF ∈ Λ(V,Ω) and F and jF are Gj-orthogonal
so V = F + jF is a Gj-orthogonal decomposition. Relative to the direct sum F ⊕ F , an
element g ∈ Sp(V,Ω, F ) will be triangular
g ↔
(
Ag Bg
0 Eg
)
with Ag, Eg ∈ GL(F ), Bg ∈ End(F, F ), and g 7→ Ag is a homomorphism from Sp(V,Ω, F )
to GL(F ). Here g acts on v + jw whilst the RHS acts on
(
v
w
)
. For such a g to be
symplectic we have
Ω(v1 + jw1, v2 + jw2) = Ω(g(v1 + jw1), g(v2 + jw2))
= Ω(Agv1 +Bgw1 + jEgw1, Agv2 +Bgw2 + jEgw2)
= Gj(Agv1 +Bgw1, Egw2)−Gj(Egw1, Agv2 +Bgw2)
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whilst
Ω(v1 + jw1, v2 + jw2) = Gj(v1, w2)−Gj(w1, v2).
Hence
Gj(Agv1, Egw2) = Gj(v1, w2) and Gj(Bgw1, Egw2)−Gj(Egw1, Bgw2) = 0.
Thus
Eg = (A
T
g )
−1
and ETg Bg = B
T
g Eg
where the transpose is taken relative to Gj . Then Bg = AgSg for a symmetric endomorphism
Sg of F . Thus
g ↔
(
Ag AgSg
0 (ATg )
−1
)
.
In these terms,
j ↔
(
0 −I
I 0
)
and so
2Cg ↔
(
Ag AgSg
0 (ATg )
−1
)
−
(
−(ATg )
−1
0
AgSg −Ag
)
=
(
Ag + (A
T
g )
−1 AgSg
−AgSg Ag + (A
T )−1
)
.
Note that the complex vector space (V, j) can be identified with FC and under this identi-
fication Cg becomes a complex linear endomorphism of F
C
Cg ↔
1
2
(
Ag + (A
T
g )
−1 − iAgSg
)
= Ag
(
1
2
(IF + (A
T
gAg)
−1 − iSg)
)
.
In particular
Detj Cg = DetF Ag DetFC
(
1
2
(IF + (A
T
gAg)
−1 − iSg)
)
.
We now proceed as in the pseudo-Hermitean case to construct a lift using a smooth
square root of the last determinant which exists since the term 1
2
(IF + (A
T
gAg)
−1− iSg) has
strictly positive real part in the complex general linear group. We set
fF (g) = |DetF (Ag)|
−
1
2 e
−
1
2
aF
(
1
2
(IF+(A
T
g Ag)
−1−iSg)
)
where aF is the smooth complex valued function on the open set in GL(F
C)+ of elements
with positive definite real part relative to the Hermitean extension of Gj to F
C such that
DetFC(g) = e
aF (g), aF (I) = 0
analogously to a in (9). Then
fF (g)
2Detj Cg = DetF (Ag)/|DetF (Ag)| ∈ U(1)
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and the RHS is a homomorphism so (ii) of Lemma 2.16 holds whilst g ∈ H1 = Sp(V,Ω, F )∩
U(V,Ω, j) implies gjF = jgF ⊂ jF so Sg = 0 and Ag is in the orthogonal group of (F,Gj).
Thus H1 meets all components of Sp(V,Ω, F ) and fF |H1 ≡ 1 so (i) of Lemma 2.16 also
holds. Thus all the conditions of Lemma 2.16 are satisfied proving
Proposition 2.19 If F ⊂ V is a real Lagrangian subspace of (V,Ω) and j ∈ j+(V,Ω)
then Sp(V,Ω, F ) has a homomorphism into Mpc(V,Ω, j) lifting the inclusion Sp(V,Ω, F ) ⊂
Sp(V,Ω). This lifting maps g ∈ Sp(V,Ω, F ) to the element of Mpc(V,Ω, j) with parameters
(g, fF (g)) where
fF (g) = |DetF (Ag)|
−
1
2 e
−
1
2
aF
(
1
2
(IF+(A
T
g Ag)
−1−iSg)
)
where Ag = g|F and Sg is the endomorphism of F determined by: AgSgv is the F component
of gjv relative to the decomposition V = F + jF .
2.7.3 The stabiliser of a complex Lagrangian subspace
A subspace F of V C which is Lagrangian for the complex bilinear extension of Ω, in an
abuse of terminology, is called a complex Lagrangian subspace of (V,Ω). We denote the set
of complex Lagrangian subspaces by Λ(V C,Ω). We consider the group
Sp(V,Ω, F ) = {g ∈ Sp(V,Ω) | g(F ) ⊂ F}
where g has been extended complex-linearly to act on V C. We shall prove that this subgroup
is liftable to Mpc.
Remark 2.20 If F = F , then F = LC where L is a Lagrangian subspace of V . Then
Sp(V,Ω, F ) = Sp(V,Ω, L) is liftable by Proposition 2.19.
If F ∩ F = {0}, then V C = F ⊕ F and there is a complex linear map ˜ : V C → V C
so that ˜|F = i IdF and ˜|F = −i IdF . The map ˜ is the complex extension of a complex
structure ˜ on V which is compatible with Ω. The complex extension of g ∈ Sp(V,Ω) maps
F into F if and only if g ◦ ˜ = ˜ ◦ g. Hence Sp(V,Ω, F ) = U(V,Ω, ˜) and this subgroup is
liftable by proposition 2.18.
For a general complex Lagrangian F , F ∩ F = DC where D = F ∩ V is an isotropic
subspace of V . The symplectic orthogonal D⊥ of D is given by (D⊥)C = F + F . The
quotient space V ′ := D⊥/D is naturally endowed with a symplectic structure Ω′ induced
by Ω and F ′ := F/DC is a complex Lagrangian of (V ′,Ω′). We have V
′C = F ′⊕F ′ so there
is a complex structure ˜′ on V ′ whose complex linear extension is the multiplication by i on
F ′.
Conversely given a real isotropic subspace D of V and a complex structure ˜′ on D⊥/D
which is compatible with the symplectic structure induced by Ω, define F := p−1F ′ where
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F ′ ⊂ (D⊥/D)C is the +i eigenspace of the complex extension of ˜′ and where p : (D⊥)C →
(D⊥/D)C is the canonical projection. Then F is a complex Lagrangian of (V,Ω). Hence
Lemma 2.21 A complex Lagrangian F of (V,Ω) determines a pair (D, ˜) consisting of a
real isotropic subspace D of V and of a complex structure ˜′ on D⊥/D which is compatible
with the symplectic structure induced by Ω, and vice versa.
In particular, an element g ∈ Sp(V,Ω) is in g ∈ Sp(V,Ω, F ) if and only if g(D) ⊂ D and
g′ ◦ ˜′ = ˜′ ◦ g′ where g′ is the linear endomorphism of D⊥/D induced by g.
We first examine the stabiliser of an isotropic subspace. Let D ⊂ V be isotropic then,
as above, D is the kernel of the restriction of Ω to D⊥ and so Ω induces a non-degenerate
bilinear form Ω′ on the quotient space D⊥/D making (D⊥/D,Ω′) a symplectic vector space
called the symplectic quotient of (V,Ω) by the isotropic subspace D.
Let j ∈ j+(V,Ω) and D be isotropic then jD is Gj-orthogonal to D
⊥ and so V =
D⊥ + jD is a direct sum. jD is also isotropic and D⊥ ∩ (jD)⊥ = (D + jD)⊥ is a j-stable
symplectic subspace with ((D + jD)⊥,Ω) symplectically isomorphic to (D⊥/D,Ω′). Thus
j on (D + jD)⊥ induces ′ ∈ j+(D
⊥/D,Ω′).
Denote by Sp(V,Ω, D) the subgroup of Sp(V,Ω) of elements which stabilise D. If g ∈
Sp(V,Ω, D) then g preserves D and D⊥ and so induces a transformation g′ of D⊥/D which
clearly lies in Sp(D⊥/D,Ω′). We thus have two homomorphisms
a : Sp(V,Ω, D)→ GL(D) and b : Sp(V,Ω, D)→ Sp(D⊥/D,Ω′).
Fix j ∈ j+(V,Ω) and let Q = (D + jD)
⊥ then V = D + jD + Q is a Gj-orthogonal
direct sum and (Q,Ω) is symplectically isomorphic to (D⊥/D,Ω′). We write g in terms of
the corresponding transformation g of V = D ⊕D ⊕Q and the map
V → V,
 uv
w
 7→ u+ jv + w.
Then using the fact that g is symplectic as well as preserving D and D⊥ but not necessarily
jD, we have
g =
 a(g) a(g)
(
s(g)− 1
2
e(g)∗e(g)
)
−a(g)e(g)∗
0 (a(g)T )−1 0
0 b(g)e(g) b(g)
 .
Here xT is the transpose of x ∈ End(D) relative to the inner product Gj, s(g) is a symmetric
endomorphism of D, e(g) is a linear map from D to Q and e(g)∗ is the transposed linear
map relative to Gj and Ω|Q×Q from Q to D such that
Gj(e(g)
∗w, v) = Ω(w, e(g)v).
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If we transfer j from V to V as  then it has block matrix form
 =
 0 −ID 0ID 0 0
0 0 ′
 .
Finally, if Cg =
1
2
(g − jgj) be Cg transported to V then
Cg =

1
2
(
a(g) + (a(g)T )−1
)
1
2
a(g)
(
s(g)− 1
2
e(g)∗e(g)
)
−1
2
a(g)e(g)∗
−1
2
a(g)
(
s(g)− 1
2
e(g)∗e(g)
)
1
2
(
a(g) + (a(g)T )−1
)
1
2
a(g)e(g)∗′
−1
2
′b(g)e(g) 1
2
b(g)e(g) C ′b(g)
 .
Here C ′b(g) arises from 
′ on D⊥/D.
Clearly, Detj(Cg) = Det (Cg) and to compute the latter we write D ⊕ D as D
C and
replace Q by Q+ the +i eigenspace of ′. On DC ⊕Q+, Cg becomes a 2× 2 complex block
matrix(
1
2
(
a(g) + (a(g)T )−1 − ia(g)
(
s(g)− 1
2
e(g)∗e(g)
))
−a(g)e(g)∗
− i
4
(1− i′)b(g)e(g) C ′b(g)
)
=
(
a(g) 0
0 C ′b(g)
)(
1
2
(
ID + (a(g)
Ta(g))−1 − is(g) + 1
2
ie(g)∗e(g)
)
−e(g)∗
− i
4
(1− i′)C ′−1b(g)b(g)e(g) IQ+
)
and hence
Detj(Cg) = DetD(a(g)) Det′(C
′
b(g))×
DetDC
(
1
2
(
ID + (a(g)
Ta(g))−1 − is(g) + 1
2
ie(g)∗e(g)
)
−
i
4
e(g)∗(1− i′)C ′−1b(g)b(g)e(g)
)
.
Now C ′−1b(g)b(g) = I + Z
′
b(g) so that the argument of the last determinant becomes
1
2
(
ID + (a(g)
Ta(g))−1 − is(g)
)
+
i
4
e(g)∗e(g)−
i
4
e(g)∗(1− i′)C ′−1b(g)b(g)e(g) =
1
2
(
ID + (a(g)
Ta(g))−1 − is(g)
)
− 1
4
e(g)∗′e(g)− 1
4
ie(g)∗Z ′b(g)e(g)−
1
4
e(g)∗′Z ′b(g)e(g).
One can easily check that each of the last three terms is symmetric so when one takes real
parts as linear operators on a complex Hermitean vector space what remains is
1
2
(
ID + (a(g)
Ta(g))−1
)
− 1
4
e(g)∗′e(g)− 1
4
e(g)∗′Z ′b(g)e(g). (26)
Now
−G′(e(g)
∗′e(g)u, u) = −Ω′(′e(g)u, e(g)u) = G′(e(g)u, e(g)u)
and
−Gj(e(g)
∗′Z ′b(g)e(g)u, u) = −Ω
′(′Z ′b(g)e(g)u, e(g)u) = G′(e(g)u, Z
′
b(g)e(g)u).
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Then
G′(e(g)u, e(g)u) +G′(e(g)u, Z
′
b(g)e(g)u) =
1
2
G′(e(g)u, (1− (Z
′
b(g))
2)e(g)u) + 1
2
G′((I + Z
′
b(g))e(g)u, (I + Z
′
b(g))e(g)u)
which is non-negative, and hence the last two terms in (26) define a positive operator. Since
the first term is positive definite the argument of the determinant is in GL(DC)+ so there
is a smooth square root of the determinant, say δD(g) with δD(IV ) = 1:
Detj(Cg) = DetD(a(g)) Det′(C
′
b(g)) δD(g)
2. (27)
This shows that a subgroup of Sp(V,Ω, D) will have a lift to Mpc precisely when its image
in the symplectic group, Sp(D⊥/D,Ω′), of the reduced space has a lift.
Let F ∈ Λ(V C,Ω) be complex Lagrangian with D = F ∩ V as above. We shall assume
that the dimension of D is neither 0 nor n so F is neither real nor pseudo-Hermitean (since
these are cases we already dealt with in Propositions 2.18, 2.19), but a mixture of both.
Then F ⊂ (D⊥)C so projects to a subspace F/DC of (D⊥/D)C which is clearly a complex
Lagrangian subspace of the symplectic quotient. Now, however, F/DC has no real part, so
there is a real endomorphism ˜′ of D⊥/D whose complexification has +i eigenspace given
by F/DC. The image of Sp(V,Ω, F ) in Sp(D⊥/D,Ω′) will then be a pseudo-unitary group
U(D⊥/D,Ω′, ˜′).
We fix j ∈ j+(V,Ω) so that 
′ and ˜′ commute. This can always be done since we can
choose a positive ′ onD⊥/D commuting with ˜′, pick any j1 ∈ j+(V,Ω) lift 
′ toD⊥∩(j1D)
⊥
by the isomorphism and extend by j1 on D + j1D.
If g ∈ Sp(V,Ω, F ) then g ∈ Sp(V,Ω, D) and so we have b(g) ∈ U(D⊥/D,Ω′, ˜′) and
Det′(C
′
b(g)) = Det˜′(b(g)) Det′(C
′−
b(g))
2.
Combining this with equation (27) we have
Detj(Cg) = DetD(a(g)) Det˜′(b(g)) Det′(C
′−
b(g))
2 δD(g)
2
=
DetD(a(g))
|DetD(a(g))|
Det˜′(b(g))
[
|DetD(a(g))|
1
2 Det′(C
′−
b(g)) δD(g)
]2
If we set
fF (g) =
[
|DetD(a(g))|
1
2 Det′(C
′−
b(g)) δ(g)
]−1
(28)
we claim all the conditions of Lemma 2.16 are satisfied with H = Sp(V,Ω, F ).
Firstly, when g ∈ H1, e(g) = 0, s(g) = 0, a(g) ∈ O(D), and b(g) ∈ U(D
⊥/D,Ω′, ′) so
H1 meets all components of H and δD(g) = 1, and so fF is a homomorphism.
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Secondly, for g ∈ H
fF (g)
2Detj(Cg) =
DetD(a(g))
|DetD(a(g))|
Det˜′(b(g))
is a homomorphism into U(1) since b(g) is pseudo-unitary. Thus we have proved:
Proposition 2.22 Let F ∈ Λ(V C,Ω) be a complex Lagrangian subspace, put D = F ∩ V ,
˜′ the compatible complex structure induced on (D⊥/D,Ω′) and j ∈ j+(V,Ω) be such that
the induced ′ on (D⊥/D,Ω′) commutes with ˜′. Let fF be defined as in (28) then for
g ∈ Sp(V,Ω, F ), g, fF (g) are the parameters of an element FF (g) of Mp
c(V,Ω, j) and FF
is a lift of Sp(V,Ω, F ) into Mpc(V,Ω, j).
3 Invariant Mpc-structures on homogeneous spaces
3.1 Mpc-structures
Let (M,ω) be a symplectic manifold. Consider its symplectic frame bundle Sp(M,ω) whose
fibre at x ∈M consists of all symplectic isomorphisms b : (V,Ω)→ (TxM,ωx).
Definition 3.1 An Mpc-structure on a symplectic manifold (M,ω) is a pair (P, φ) of a
principal Mpc(V,Ω, j) bundle P
π
→ M with a fibre-preserving map φ : P → Sp(M,ω) such
that for all U ∈Mpc(V,Ω, j) and for all p ∈ P :
φ(p.U) = φ(p).σ(U).
Notation 3.2 If M and N are two manifolds and if G is a Lie group acting on the right
on M and acting on the left on N , then we denote by
M ×G N
the manifold whose points are equivalence classes in M ×N for the equivalence defined by
the actions of G:
(x, y) ∼ (x · g, g−1 · y), ∀x ∈M, y ∈ N, g ∈ G.
In particular, when N = H is a Lie group and when µ : G→ H is a Lie group homomorph-
ism, we consider the left action of G on H defined by g · h := µ(g)h and the corresponding
M ×G H is denoted
M ×G,µ H ;
the equivalence class of (x, h) is denoted by [x, h] with x ∈ M,h ∈ H so that [x, h] =
[x · g, µ(g−1)h].
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Since there is a character η defined on the group Mpc(V,Ω, j), one can define a complex
line bundle (with a natural Hermitean structure) associated to a Mpc-structure
P (η) := P ×Mpc(V,Ω,j),η C. (29)
Remark 3.3 Every symplectic manifold (M,ω) admits an Mpc-structure, and the iso-
morphism classes of Mpc-structures are parametrised by equivalence classes of complex line
bundles with Hermitean structure over M [10]. We briefly recall how to establish these
facts. One chooses a positive compatible almost complex structure J on (M,ω); this is
always possible as the bundle of fibrewise positive ω-compatible complex structures has
contractible fibres. Choosing such a positive J , those symplectic frames which are also
complex linear form a principal U(V,Ω, j)-bundle called the unitary frame bundle which we
denote by U(M,ω, J).
Let L be any complex line bundle over M endowed with a Hermitean structure h; let
L(1) = { u ∈ L | h(u, u) = 1 } be the associated U(1)-bundle. Define
P (L, J) :=
(
U(M,ω, J)×M L
(1)
)
×MUc(V,Ω,j) Mp
c(V,Ω, j)
with the right action of MU c(V,Ω, j) on the right-hand side given via σ × λ by the right
action of the group U(V,Ω, j) on U(M,ω, J) and of U(1) on L(1). Define
φ(L, J) : P (L, J)→ Sp(M,ω) : [(b, s), A] = b · σ(A).
Then (P (L, J), φ(L, J)) is a Mpc-structure on (M,ω).
Conversely, if (P, φ) is any Mpc-structure on (M,ω), we define the subset PJ of P lying
over the unitary frames
PJ := φ
−1(U(M,ω, J)).
This will be a principal MU c(V,Ω, j) ≃σ×λ U(V,Ω, j)× U(1) bundle.
The complex line bundle associated to PJ by the character λ is denoted by PJ(λ)
PJ(λ) := PJ ×MUc(V,Ω,j),λ C; (30)
it carries a natural Hermitean structure. Remark that the line bundle PJ(λ) associated to
(P (L, J), φ(L, J)) is L.
Now (P, φ) is completely determined by (PJ , φ|PJ ) via P ≃ PJ ×MUc(V,Ω,j) Mp
c(V,Ω, j)
and φ[p, A] = φ(p) · σ(A). The map λ˜ : PJ → P
(1)
J (λ) : ξ 7→ [ξ, 1] allows to write an
isomorphism
φ× λ˜ : PJ → U(M,ω, J)×M P
(1)
J (λ) : ξ 7→ (φ(ξ), [ξ, 1]) .
Hence (P, φ) is isomorphic to (P (L, J), φ(L, J)) for L = PJ(λ).
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The isomorphism class of the line bundle PJ(λ) is independent of the choice of J . This
class is called the class of the Mpc-structure (P, φ).
Remark that the relation (16) between the characters gives
P (η) = (PJ(λ))
⊗2 ⊗ Λn(T 1,0J M) (31)
where Λn(T 1,0J M) = U(M,ω, J) ×U(V,Ω,j),detj C is the line bundle whose class is the first
Chern class of the symplectic structure.
The above shows that we have an Mpc-structure (P, φ) for which the class is zero, i.e.
the line bundle PJ(λ) is trivial, and this Mp
c-structure is unique up to isomorphism. That
is, unlike metaplectic structures where there is no base-point, we have an Mpc-structure
from which the others can be obtained by twisting.
Definition 3.4 A basic Mpc-structure on a symplectic manifold is anMpc-structure (P, φ)
whose class is zero. Up to isomorphism, it is unique and can be constructed, using a positive
compatible almost complex structure J on (M,ω), as
Pbasic,J := U(M,ω, J)×U(V,Ω,j),Fj Mp
c(V,Ω, j) (32)
where Fj is the embedding of U(V,Ω, j) into Mp
c(V,Ω, j) as in formula 21, and φ is the
natural projection
φ : Pbasic,J → Sp(M,ω) : [b, A]→ b · σ(A).
Definition 3.5 A metaplectic structure on a symplectic manifold (M,ω) is a pair (B,ψ)
of a principal Mp(V,Ω, j)-bundle B
π
→ M with a fibre-preserving map ψ : B → Sp(M,ω)
such that for all U ∈Mp(V,Ω, j) and for all p ∈ B:
ψ(p.U) = ψ(p).σ(U).
Lemma 3.6 There exists a metaplectic structure on (M,ω) if and only if the canonical line
bundle ΛnT 1,0J M admits a square root.
Proof Since Mp(V,Ω, j) = ker η = {(U, g) ∈ Mpc(V,Ω, j) | λ2DetjCg = 1}, any meta-
plectic structure (B,ψ) yields an Mpc-structure defined by
P = B ×Mp(V,Ω,j) Mp
c(V,Ω, j) φ : P → Sp(M,ω) : [p, A]→ ψ(p) · σ(A)
and the line bundle associated to P and the character η, P (η), is trivial; equivalently, by
(31), (PJ(λ))
⊗2 ⊗ ΛnT 1,0J M is trivial so PJ(λ
−1) is a square root of the canonical bundle.
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Reciprocally, if there is an Mpc-structure (P, φ) such that P (η) is trivial, i.e. if there
is a square root of the canonical bundle, then there is an associated metaplectic structure
defined as follows. If T : P (η)→ M × C is a trivialisation, define
B := T−1(M × {1}), ψ := φ|B.
3.1.1 Mpc-structure associated to a compatible almost complex structure
Given any compatible almost complex structure (not necessarily positive!) J˜ on (M,ω), we
construct Mpc-structures in a similar way. Symplectic frames which are also complex linear
for J˜ form a principal U(V,Ω, ˜)-bundle called the pseudo-unitary frame bundle which we
denote by U(M,ω, J˜) where ˜ is chosen so that G˜ has the same signature as GJ˜ . We define
a pseudo-basic Mpc-structure associated to J˜ by:
Ppsbasic,J˜ := U(M,ω, J˜)×U(V,Ω,˜),F˜,j Mp
c(V,Ω, j), (33)
with F˜,j : U(V,Ω, ˜) → Mp
c(V,Ω, j) defined as in (24). Remark that as before, any other
Mpc-structure is given up to isomorphism by tensoring the above one with a circle bundle.
Observe that this pseudo-basic bundle is not basic in general. Indeed, let us choose a
positive compatible almost complex structure J on (M,ω) which commutes with J˜ . [This
is always possible; indeed, choosing any Riemannian metric g0 on M , setting g1(X, Y ) =
g0(X, Y ) + g0(J˜X, J˜Y ) and defining the field A of linear endomorphisms by ω(X, Y ) =
g1(AX, Y ), then A commutes with J˜ , the transpose A
∗ of A relative to the metric g1 is
equal to −A, AA∗ = −A2 is symmetric and positive definite and we can define J using the
polar decomposition of A as J = (−A2)−
1
2A.]
At each point x the tangent space TxM splits as a direct sum TxM
+ ⊕ TxM
− of −1
and +1 eigenspaces of JxJ˜x, and this is a ωx-orthogonal splitting, with each subspace stable
by Jx (and J˜x since Jx = ±J˜x =: J
±
x on TxM
±). Symplectic frames which are complex
linear both for J and for J˜ consist of pairs of symplectic unitary frames of TxM
+ and
TxM
−. Those form a principal U(V+)⊕U(V−)-bundle which we denote U(M,ω, J, J˜). The
pseudo-basic Mpc-structure associated to J˜ has the form:
Ppsbasic,J˜ = U(M,ω, J, J˜)×U(V+)⊕U(V−),F˜,j ◦ i Mp
c(V,Ω, j),
where i is the natural injection of U(V+) ⊕ U(V−) into U(V = V+ ⊕ V−,Ω, j). If g ∈
U(V+) ⊕ U(V−) then i(g) =
(
U+ 0
0 U−
)
so that Detj(C
−
g ) = Detj(U−). Hence the line
bundle associated to the Mpc-structure Ppsbasic,J˜ is
P J
psbasic,J˜
(λ) = U(M,ω, J, J˜)×U(V+)⊕U(V−),χ C (34)
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where χ = λ ◦F˜,j ◦ i so that χ
(
U+ 0
0 U−
)
= Detj(U−)
−1. Since χ2(g) = Det˜ gDet
−1
j g
Ppsbasic,J˜(η) = U(M,ω, J˜)×U(V,Ω,˜),Det˜ C. (35)
3.1.2 Mpc-structure associated to bi-Lagrangian or liftable H-structures.
Given a real Lagrangian distribution on a symplectic manifold (M,ω) (i.e. a smooth dis-
tribution L, with Lx ⊂ TxM real Lagrangian subspace for each x ∈ M), we construct
Mpc-structures adapted to this situation in a similar way. Symplectic frames whose first
elements yield a basis of the distribution form a principal Sp(V,Ω, F )-bundle which we
denote by Sp(M,ω,L). We define a L-basic Mpc-structure as
PL−basic := Sp(M,ω,L)×Sp(V,Ω,˜),LF,j Mp
c(V,Ω, j), (36)
where LF,j : Sp(V,Ω, F ) → Mp
c(V,Ω, j) is the lift defined in Proposition 2.19. Remark
that any other Mpc-structure is given up to isomorphism by tensoring the above one with
a circle bundle.
More generally we get
Definition 3.7 An H-structure on the symplectic manifold (M,ω) is the data of
• a principal H-bundle B
πB
−→M , and
• a homomorphism τ : H → Sp(V,Ω) so that
Sp(M,ω) ≃ B ×H,τ Sp(V,Ω).
It is said to be liftable if there exists a lift , that is
• a group homomorphism τ˜ : H → Mpc(V,Ω, j), for a choice of PCCS j, so that
σ ◦ τ˜ = τ .
Given a liftable H-structure on (M,ω) we define the H-basic Mpc-structure as
PHbasic := B ×H,τ˜ Mp
c(V,Ω, j), φHbasic : PHbasic → Sp(M,ω) : [b, A] 7→ i(b)σ(A), (37)
where
i : B → Sp(M,ω) = B ×H,τ Sp(V,Ω) : b 7→ [b, 1]. (38)
Up to isomorphism, any other Mpc-structure over (M,ω) is given by tensoring the above
with a circle bundle.
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An example of liftable H-structure is given by the choice on (M,ω) of a bi-Lagrangian
structure, i.e. a field A of endomorphisms of the tangent bundle so that Ax ∈ sp(TxM,ωx)
and A2x = IdTxM ∀x ∈ M . The ±1 eigenspaces A+ and A− of A define supplementary
Lagrangian distributions. Given any basis {e1, . . . , en} of A+x, there is a unique basis
{f1, . . . , fn} of A−x so that ωx(ej, fk) = δjk. The bundle of such adapted frames is a GL(F )
principal bundle B → M (where F is a Lagrangian subspace of V ). This defines a liftable
GL(F )-structure with
τF : GL(F )→ Sp(V = F ⊕ jF,Ω) : C 7→ τF (C) :=
(
C 0
0 (CT )−1
)
. (39)
The lift τ˜F : GL(F )→Mp
c(V = F ⊕ jF,Ω, j) is given as in Proposition 2.19 by
τ˜F (C) = (UτF (C),fF (C), τ(C)) with fF (C) = (DetF C)
−
1
2 e−
1
2
aF (
1
2
(IdF+(C
TC)−1)). (40)
The case of a field A of endomorphisms of the tangent bundle so that Ax ∈ sp(TxM,ωx)
and A2x = −IdTxM ∀x ∈ M , is the case of a compatible almost complex structure (not
necessarily positive!) J˜ on (M,ω). It corresponds to the liftable U(V,Ω, ˜)-structure defined
by the pseudo-unitary frame bundle U(M,ω, J˜) and the lift F˜,j : U(V,Ω, ˜)→ Mp
c(V,Ω, j)
of the inclusion map, as described in section 3.1.1.
3.1.3 Action of U(1)-principal bundles on Mpc-structures
The action of U(1)-principal bundles on Mpc-structures is made explicit and canonical (not
depending on the choice of an almost complex structure) in the following two lemmas:
Lemma 3.8 Given an Mpc-structure on M , (P
π
→ M , φ : P → Sp(M,ω)), and given
a principal U(1)-bundle over M , L(1)
π˜
→ M , one can define a new Mpc-structure on M ,
(P ′
π′
→ M , φ′ : P ′ → Sp(M,ω)) denoted L(1) ·P as follows. One first considers the fibrewise
product of L(1) and P over M
L(1) ×M P :=
{
(s, p) ∈ L(1) × P | π˜(s) = π(p)
}
.
It is a principal U(1)×Mpc(V,Ω, j) bundle over M . One defines
P ′ =
(
L(1) ×M P
)
×(U(1)×Mpc(V,Ω,j),ρ˜) Mp
c(V,Ω, j) (41)
for the homomorphism given by the embedding of U(1) in Mpc(V,Ω, j) and multiplication
ρ˜ : U(1)×Mpc(V,Ω, j)→Mpc(V,Ω, j) : (eiθ, A) 7→ eiθA.
The projection π′ : P ′ → M is defined by
π′([(s, p), A]) := π(p)(= π˜(s)), (s, p) ∈ L(1) ×M P,A ∈Mp
c(V,Ω, j)
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and the map φ′ : P ′ → Sp(M,ω) is defined by
φ′([(s, p), A]) = φ(p · A) = φ(p) · σ(A).
At the level of isomorphism classes this Lemma gives an action of H2(M,Z) on the set
of isomorphism classes of Mpc-structures for a fixed symplectic structure.
Lemma 3.9 Given two Mpc-structures (P, φ) and (P ′, φ′) over the same symplectic man-
ifold (M,ω), there is a canonical principal U(1)-bundle L(1) over M constructed in the
following way. One first defines the fibrewise product of P and P ′ viewed as principal U(1)
bundles over Sp(M,ω):
P ×φ×φ′ P
′ := { (p, p′) ∈ P × P ′ | φ(p) = φ′(p′) }.
One defines the group
Mpc(V,Ω, j)×σ Mp
c(V,Ω, j) := {(A,B) |A,B ∈Mpc(V,Ω, j), σ(A) = σ(B) }
which acts on the right on P ×φ×φ′ P
′ in the obvious way (p, p′) · (A,B) := (p ·A, p′ ·B) and
makes P ×φ×φ′ P
′ into a principal Mpc(V,Ω, j)×σ Mp
c(V,Ω, j) bundle over M . Then
L(1) := (P ×φ×φ′ P
′)×(Mpc(V,Ω,j)×σMpc(V,Ω,j),ρ) U(1) (42)
for the homomorphism
ρ : Mpc(V,Ω, j)×σ Mp
c(V,Ω, j)→ U(1) : (A,B) 7→ AB−1.
Clearly
P = L(1) · P ′.
This Lemma shows in particular that the action is simply transitive.
3.2 Invariant Mpc-structures
Definition 3.10 If there is a symplectic action ρM of the Lie group G on the symplectic
manifold (M,ω), a G-invariant Mpc-structure on (M,ω, ρM) is an Mpc-structure (P
π
→M ,
φ : P → Sp(M,ω)) and an action ρP of G on P , commuting with the right action of the
group Mpc, and such that
φ ◦ ρP (g) = ρ˜(g) ◦φ ∀g ∈ G
where ρ˜ is the action induced by ρM on Sp(M,ω) i.e.
ρ˜(g)b = ρM(g)∗x ◦ b for b : V → TxM.
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Remark 3.11 Given an action ρM of the Lie group G on the symplectic manifold (M,ω)
and given aG-invariantMpc-structures
(
P, φ, ρP
)
the canonical principal line bundle P (η) =
P ×Mpc,η C over M is G-invariant in a canonical way with g · [p, z] := [ρ
P (g)p, z].
Lemma 3.12 Given a symplectic action ρM of the Lie group G on the symplectic man-
ifold (M,ω) and given two G-invariant Mpc-structures
(
P, φ, ρP
)
and
(
P ′, φ′, ρP
′)
over
(M,ω, ρM), the canonical principal U(1)-bundle L(1) over M constructed in Lemma 3.9
is G-invariant in a canonical way.
Proof One first defines the action of G on the fibrewise product P ×φ×φ′ P
′ of P and P ′
over Sp(M,ω):
g · (p, p′) := (ρP (g)p, ρP
′
(g)p′);
this is indeed an action on P×φ×φ′P
′ since φ(ρP (g)p) = ρ˜(g)φ(p) = ρ˜(g)φ(p′) = φ′(ρP
′
(g)p′)
when φ(p) = φ′(p′). Then
g · ((p, p′) · (A,B)) = (ρP (g)(p · A), ρP
′
(g)(p′ · B) = (g · (p, p′)) · (A,B)
for all (A,B) ∈ (Mpc(V,Ω, j)×σ Mp
c(V,Ω, j) so that G acts on the circle bundle
L(1) := (P ×φ×φ′ P
′)×(Mpc(V,Ω,j)×σMpc(V,Ω,j),ρ) U(1)
via g · [(p, p′), A] := [g · (p, p′), A].
Lemma 3.13 Consider an action ρM of the Lie group G on the symplectic manifold (M,ω).
Given a G-invariant Mpc-structures
(
P, φ, ρP
)
and given a G-invariant principal U(1)-
bundle over M , i.e. a U(1)-bundle L(1)
π˜
→M with a left action ρL of G on L(1) commuting
with the right action of U(1) and so that π˜ ◦ ρL(g) = ρM (g) ◦ π˜, the newMpc-structure L(1) ·P
on M defined in Lemma 3.8, is G-invariant in a canonical way.
Proof The group G acts on the fibrewise product of L(1) and P over M , L(1) ×M P via
g · (s, p) := (ρL(g)s, ρP (g)p)
and this action commutes with the right action of U(1) ×Mpc(V,Ω, j) so that G acts on
L(1) · P =
(
L(1) ×M P
)
×(U(1)×Mpc(V,Ω,j),ρ˜) Mp
c(V,Ω, j) via
ρL
(1)·P (g)[(s, p), A] := [g · (s, p), A] = [(ρL(g)s, ρP (g)p), A].
The two lemmas above show that if there exists one G-invariant Mpc-structure on a sym-
plectic manifold with a symplectic action of G, then any other one is obtained by acting on
the first one by a G-invariant U(1)-bundle over M .
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Let us remark that in general there is no basic G-invariant Mpc-structure; this will
happen in particular on some pseudo-Hermitean symmetric spaces; on those, there is a
pseudo-basic invariant Mpc-structure. This stresses again the point that one should not
restrict the study to basic Mpc-structures.
Remark 3.14 Let us observe that if there is a symplectic action ρM of the Lie group G on
the symplectic manifold (M,ω), and if the symplectic manifold is endowed with a liftable
H-structure (B, τ, τ˜), which is G-invariant (i.e. there is an action ρB of G on B, commuting
with the right action of the group H , and such that i(ρB(g)b) = ρM(g)∗πB(b) ◦ i(b) with i the
natural bundle map i : B → Sp(M,ω) defined in (38)), then PHbasic is G-invariant.
3.2.1 Invariant Mpc-structures on homogeneous spaces
Consider a transitive symplectic action ρM of the Lie group G on the symplectic manifold
(M,ω). Choose a base point p0 ∈ M and let K be the stabilizer in G of this point. The
canonical projection
π : G→M : g 7→ gp0
gives an identification M ≃ G/K and the differential π∗e at the neutral element e ∈ G
identifies the tangent space Tp0M with the quotient g/k, which becomes a symplectic vector
space. The differential at p0 of the action ρ
M restricted to K yields a homomorphism
K → Sp(Tp0M,ωp0) : k 7→ (ρ
M (k))∗p0;
with the identification of Tp0M with g/k , it coincides with the map induced by Ad(k) on
g/k. Having chosen a symplectic frame f0 : V → Tp0M at p0, any symplectic frame at
ρM(g)p0 is of the form
(ρM(g))∗p0 ◦ f0 ◦A for an A ∈ Sp(V,Ω)
so the bundle of symplectic frames is given by
Sp(M,ω) = G×K,τ Sp(V,Ω)
for
τ : K → Sp(V,Ω) : k 7→ f−10 ◦ (ρ
M(k))∗p0 ◦ f0.
If one has a lift τ˜ : K →Mpc(V,Ω, j), i.e. a group homomorphism such that τ = σ ◦ τ˜ , then
P := G×K,τ˜ Mp
c(V,Ω, j)
with the map φ : P = G ×K,τ˜ Mp
c(V,Ω, j) → Sp(M,ω) = G ×K,τ Sp(V,Ω) induced by
Id× σ defines a G- invariant Mpc-structure on M ; the action of G on P is induced by the
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left multiplication on the first factor ρP (g)[g′, B] := [gg′, B].
Reciprocally, if (P, φ) is any G- invariant Mpc-structure on M and if ξ0 belongs to φ
−1(f0),
then any element of P above ρM (g)p0 is of the form
ρP (g) ◦ ξ0 ◦B for a B ∈Mp
c(V,Ω, j)
so that
P = G×K,τ˜ Mp
c(V,Ω, j)
for
τ˜ : K →Mpc(V,Ω, j) defined by k · ξ0 = ξ0 ◦ τ˜ (k)
which is clearly a lift of τ . Hence we have
Proposition 3.15 Given a transitive symplectic action ρM of a Lie group G on a symplectic
manifold (M,ω), there exists a G-invariant Mpc-structure on M if and only if there exists
a lift τ˜ : K → Mpc(V,Ω, j) of the isotropy representation
τ : K → Sp(V,Ω) : k 7→ f−10 ◦ (ρ
M(k))∗p0 ◦ f0
where p0 is a chosen point in M , where K is the stabilizer in G of this point and where f0
is a chosen symplectic frame at p0. Furthermore, any G-invariant Mp
c-structure on M is
of the form
P = G×K,τ˜ Mp
c(V,Ω, j)
with τ˜ such a lift.
We have seen that such lifts exist when τ(K) is in the pseudo-unitary group or in the group
of symplectic endomorphisms which stabilize a real or complex Lagrangian subspace.
3.2.2 Pseudo-Hermitean or bi-Lagrangian homogeneous spaces
A G-homogeneous space endowed with a G-invariant symplectic structure and a G-invariant
compatible almost complex structure J˜ is called a pseudo-Hermitean homogeneous space.
The stabilizer K of a point p0 acts on Tp0M (endowed with ωp0 and J˜p0) in a pseudo-unitary
way. Hence if (M,ω, J˜) is a pseudo-Hermitean homogeneous manifold, it is endowed with
a G-invariant liftable K-structure, where the K-principal bundle is G→ G/K, where
τ = K → U(V,Ω, ˜) : k 7→ τ(k) := f−10 ◦ ρ
M(k)∗p0 ◦ f0 (43)
for a pseudo-unitary frame at p0, f0 : (V,Ω, ˜) → (Tp0M,ωp0, J˜p0). Any homogeneous
Hermitean line bundle L over M is defined by a character χ : K → U(1) via L = G×K,χC.
Hence:
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Proposition 3.16 Any G-invariant Mpc-structure over a pseudo-Hermitean homogeneous
manifold (M,ω, J˜) is of the form
P (G,K, ω, J˜, χ) := G×K,χ×(F˜,j ◦ τ) Mp
c(p,Ω, j). (44)
with K the stabilizer of a point p0 ∈ M , with χ a unitary character of K, χ : K → U(1),
with τ(k) := f−10 ◦ ρ
M(k)∗p0 ◦ f0 where f0 is a pseudo-unitary frame at p0, and with F˜,j :
U(V,Ω, ˜)→Mpc(p,Ω, j) defined as in (24).
A G-homogeneous space endowed with a G-invariant symplectic structure and a G-invar-
iant bi-Lagrangian structure (i.e. a G- invariant field A of endomorphisms of the tangent
bundle so that Ax ∈ sp(TxM,ωx) and A
2
x = IdTxM ∀x ∈ M) is called a bi-Lagrangian
homogeneous space. For a bi-Lagrangian homogeneous space the stabilizer K of a point p0
acts on Tp0M by elements in the symplectic group which commute with Ap0, hence of the
form (
(ρM(k)∗p0)|T+ 0
0 (ρM(k)∗p0)|T−
)
∈ τT+GL(T+)
under the decomposition Tp0M = T+ ⊕ T− into ±1 eigenspaces for Ap0, with τT+ defined as
in (39). Hence if (M,ω,A) is a bi-Lagrangian homogeneous manifold, it is endowed with a
liftable K-structure. The K-principal bundle is G→ G/K with
τ : K → τFGL(F ) ⊂ Sp(V,Ω) : k 7→ τF
(
f−1+0 ◦ (ρ
M (k)∗p0)|T+ ◦ f+0
)
(45)
for any frame f+0 of T+, f+0 : F → T+ with F a Lagrangian subspace of (V,Ω). Any
homogeneous hermitian line bundle L over M is defined by a character χ : K → U(1) via
L = G×K,χ C. Hence:
Proposition 3.17 Any G-invariant Mpc-structure over a bi-Lagrangian homogeneous ma-
nifold (M,ω,A) is of the form
P (G,K, ω,A, χ) := G×K,χ×(τ˜F ◦ ρ+) Mp
c(p,Ω, j). (46)
with K the stabilizer of a point p0 ∈ M , with χ a unitary character of K, χ : K → U(1),
with ρ+(k) := f
−1
+0 ◦ (ρ
M(k)∗p0)|T+ ◦ f+0 where T+ is the +1 eigenspace for Ap0 and where
f+0 : F → T+ is a frame of T+ at p0, and with τ˜F : GL(F ) → Mp
c(p,Ω, j) defined as in
(40).
3.3 G-invariant Mpc-connections
Definition 3.18 An Mpc-connection on an Mpc-structure (P, φ) is a principal connection
α on P ; in particular, it is a 1-form on P with values in mpc ≃σ∗×η∗ sp(V,Ω)) ⊕ u(1). We
decompose it accordingly as
α = α1 + α0.
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The character η yields the construction of a U(1) principal bundle
P 1(η) := P ×Mpc(V,Ω,j),η U(1)
and there exists a map
η˜ : P → P 1(η) : p 7→ [p, 1].
Then α0 is the pull-back of a u(1)-valued 1-form on P
1(η) under the differential of η˜ and
α0 = 2η˜
∗β0
where β0 is a principal U(1) connection on P
1(η), because η is the squaring map on the
central U(1).
Similarly α1 is the pull-back under the differential of φ : P → Sp(M,ω) of a sp(V,Ω)-
valued 1-form β1 on Sp(M,ω) and
α1 = φ
∗β1
where β1 is a principal Sp(V,Ω) connection on Sp(M,ω), hence corresponding to a linear
connection ∇ on M so that ∇ω = 0.
Thus a Mpc-connection on P induces connections in TM preserving ω and in P 1(η).
The converse is true – we pull back and add connection 1-forms in P 1(η) (with a factor 2)
and in Sp(M,ω) to get a connection 1-form on P .
Remark 3.19 Let us observe that if the symplectic manifold is endowed with a liftable
H-structure, then any principal connection γ on the principal H-bundle B induces a unique
Mpc-connection on each Mpc-structure of the form P = B ×H,χ×τ˜ Mp
c(V,Ω, j), where χ is
a character of H via
α[b,U ] (q∗(Xb + LU∗A)) = AdU
−1(χ× τ˜)∗(γb(Xb)) + A
where q : B ×Mpc(V,Ω, j)→ P is the canonical projection.
Such a connection is said to be compatible with the liftable H-structure.
Definition 3.20 A G-invariant Mpc-connection on a G-invariant Mpc-structure P is a
connection 1-form α on the principal bundle P
π
→ M such that ρP (g)∗α = α for all g ∈ G.
Observe that this is the case if and only if α = α1 + α0 with α0 = 2η˜
∗β0 where β0 is a G-
invariant principal U(1) connection on P 1(η) and with α1 = φ
∗β1 where β1 is a G-invariant
principal Sp(V,Ω) connection on Sp(M,ω).
Let us observe that if the symplectic manifold is endowed with a G-invariant liftable H-
structure (B, τ, τ˜), then any G-invariant Mpc-connection which is compatible with the
liftable H-structure is defined by a G-invariant principal connection γ on the principal
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H-bundle B. In the case where the manifold is homogeneous for G, M = G/H , such a
connection is of the form
αg(Lg∗X) = ν(X) for any X ∈ g
where ν : g→ h is linear, vanishes on h and is AdH equivariant.
Definition 3.21 If M = G/K is a reductive homogeneous manifold, i.e. when one can
write g = k + p with p an AdK invariant subspace of g supplementary to k, the reductive
connection one form α is defined on the K-principal bundle G
p
→ G/K by
αg(Lg∗X) = Xk for any X ∈ g
where Uk denotes the projection of U ∈ g on k relatively to g = k ⊕ p. The corresponding
horizontal subspace of the tangent space TgG = Lg∗g is given by Lg∗p and is supplementary
to the vertical subspace ker p∗g = Lg∗k. This connection 1-form on G induces a G-invariant
covariant derivative on TM and on any vector bundle associated to G. It also induces
a G-invariant connection on any principal bundle of the form G ×K,ν H for any group
homomorphism ν : K → H , asking the horizontal subspace at ι(g) := [g, 1] to be ι∗gLg∗p.
If M = G/K is a symmetric space, it yields the unique linear connection – called the
symmetric connection – which is invariant under all symmetries. In the non-symmetric
case, any other G-invariant connection on the K-principal bundle G
p
→ G/K is of the form
αg(Lg∗X) = Xk + λ(X) for any X ∈ g
where λ : g→ k is a linear map, vanishing on k and equivariant for the adjoint action of K.
If (M = G/K, ω,A) is a pseudo-Hermitean reductive homogeneous manifold (A = J˜
i.e. A2 = −Id), or a bi-Lagrangian reductive homogeneous space ( i.e. A2 = Id), the linear
connection induced by the reductive connection preserves the symplectic form and preserves
A but may have torsion. It is without torsion if G/K is symmetric.
4 Symplectic Dirac operators
4.1 Definition and some spectral properties of symplectic Dirac
operators
Consider a symplectic manifold (M,ω) with anMpc-structure (P, φ) and anMpc-connection
α = 2η˜∗β0 + φ
∗β1 where β0 is a principal U(1) connection on P
1(η) and β1 is a principal
Sp(V,Ω) connection on Sp(M,ω) corresponding to a linear connection ∇ on M so that
∇ω = 0. Recall that TM = P ×Mpc,σ V with [p, v] = φ(p)(v).
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The symplectic spinor bundle associated to P is defined as
S = P ×Mpc,U H
±∞ (47)
where U denotes the Mpc-representation on the space H∞ of smooth vectors in H or on its
dual H−∞; its sections are the symplectic spinor fields.
The symplectic Clifford multiplication is the map
TM ⊗ S → S : [φ(p), v]⊗ [p, f ] 7→ [p, Cl(v)f ]. (48)
This Clifford multiplication is parallel i.e.
∇
(α)
U (Cl(V )ϕ) = Cl(∇UV )ϕ+ Cl(V )∇
(α)
U ϕ
for any spinor field ϕ and any smooth vector fields U, V on M , ∇(α) denoting the covariant
derivative associated to α in the spinor bundles.
The symplectic Dirac operator (associated to P and α) is the operator acting on sym-
plectic spinor fields, defined by
D(α)ϕ =
∑
a
Cl(ea)∇
(α)
ea ϕ = −
∑
a,b
ωabCl(ea)∇
(α)
eb
ϕ (49)
where ea is any local frame of the tangent bundle, ω
ab(x) denotes the coefficients of the
inverse of the matrix ωab(x) := ωx(ea(x)), eb(x)), and e
a is the dual frame defined by
ω(ea, e
b) = δba.
Given a compatible positive almost complex structure J on (M,ω), one defines (following
K. Habermann) a second first order operator, the J-twisted symplectic Dirac operator
D
(α)
J ϕ =
∑
a
Cl(Jea)∇
(α)
ea ϕ =
∑
a,b
gabCl(ea)∇
(α)
eb
ϕ (50)
with gab(x) the inverse of the matrix gab(x) := gJx(ea(x), eb(x)) = ωx(ea(x), Jeb(x)), having
chosen the Mpc-connection α so that the induced linear connection preserves J (∇J = 0).
This is the case if and only if the Mpc-connection is induced by a MU c-connection on the
principal MU c(V,Ω, j)–bundle PJ := φ
−1(U(M,ω, J)) lying over the unitary frames. There
always exists a linear connection preserving ω and J ; it may have torsion, but one can
always assume that the torsion vector (=
∑
a,b ω
abT∇(ea, eb)) vanishes.
Given J , the symplectic spinor bundle can also be written
S = PJ ×MUc,U H
±∞.
Since the action of MU c on the subspace of Pol(V, j) ⊂ H±∞ consisting of polynomials (in
the Fock realization) preserves the degree, we can consider the dense subspace of polynomial-
valued spinor fields which are sections of
SJ = PJ ×MUc,U Pol(V, j).
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In order to have such a decomposition, we have assumed that the chosen com-
patible almost complex structure J is positive. Now, in the presence of an almost
complex structure J it is convenient to write derivatives in terms of their (1, 0) and (0, 1)
parts. That is we complexify TM and then decompose TMC into the ±i eigenbundles of J
which are denoted by T ′M and T ′′M . If X is a tangent vector then it decomposes into two
pieces X = X ′ + X ′′ lying in these two subbundles so JX ′ = iX ′ and JX ′′ = −iX ′′. We
can then define
∇
′(α)
X := ∇
(α)
X′ , ∇
′′(α)
X := ∇
(α)
X′′
after extending ∇(α) by complex linearity to act on complex vector fields. We have defined in
[3] two partial Dirac operators, the Dirac–Dolbeault symplectic operators D
′(α,J) and D
′′(α,J)
by
D
′(α,J)ϕ =
∑
a
Cl(ea)∇
′(α)
eaϕ, D
′′(α,J)ϕ =
∑
a
Cl(ea)∇
′′(α)
eaϕ.
Then
D(α) = D
′(α,J) +D
′′(α,J), D
(α)
J = −iD
′(α,J) + iD
′′(α,J).
We have proven in [3] that D
′′(α,J) is the adjoint of D
′(α,J) when the torsion vector of the
linear connection induced by the MU c connection vanishes; we shall assume this is the case
from now on. (Recall that a connection preserving ω and J and with vanishing torsion
vector always exists).
The choice of J on (M,ω) allows us to split Clifford multiplication into creation and
annihilation parts. Remark that the Clifford multiplication on H±∞(V,Ω, j) splits as
cl(v) = c(v)− a(v) where (c(v)f)(z) :=
1
2~
〈z, v〉jf(z) and (a(v)f)(z) = (∂zf)(v). (51)
Consider TM = PJ ×MUc(V,Ω,j),σ V , S = PJ ×MUc(V,Ω,j)H
±∞(V,Ω, j) and define the operat-
ors:
CJ :TM ⊗ S → S : (X = [p
′, v])⊗ (ψ = [p′, f ]) 7→ CJ(X)ψ := [p
′, c(v)f ];
AJ :TM ⊗ S → S : (X = [p
′, v])⊗ (ψ = [p′, f ]) 7→ AJ(X)ψ := [p
′, a(v)f ];
this is well defined because a(gv)Uf = Ua(v)f for any (U, g) in MU c(V,Ω, j). We have
AJ(JX) = iAJ (X), CJ(JX) = −iCJ(X), h(AJ (X)ψ, ψ
′) = h(ψ,CJ(X)ψ
′). Hence, having
chosen a MU c connection α on PJ , we have
D
′(α,J)ϕ =
∑
a
CJ(ea)∇
(α)
ea ϕ = −
∑
ab
ωabCJ(ea)∇
(α)
eb
ϕ =
∑
a
CJ(ea)∇
′(α)
eaϕ, (52)
D
′′(α,J)ϕ = −
∑
a
AJ(ea)∇
(α)
eaϕ =
∑
ab
ωabAJ(ea)∇
(α)
ebϕ = −
∑
a
AJ(ea)∇
′′(α)
eaϕ. (53)
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The space of polynomial spinor fields of degree ≤ q is the space of sections of the bundle
SqJ := PJ ×MUc,U Pol
q(V, j) = ⊕qk=1L⊗ S
k(T ∗(1,0)M)
where Polq(V, j) is the space of holomorphic polynomials of degree ≤ q on (V, j), and where
L = PJ(λ) is the line bundle whose class characterises the isomorphism class of the Mp
c
structure. Observe that D
′(α,J) raises the degree by 1 whilst D
′′(α,J) lowers it by 1.
Given a differential operator Op of order k acting from the space of sections of a vector
bundle E
π
→ M to the space of sections of E ′
π′
→ M , its principal symbol ps(Op) associates
to any point x ∈ M and any non-zero element ξ ∈ T ∗xM the linear endomorphism of the
fibres
ps(Op)(x, ξ) : Ex → E
′
x : ps(Op)(x, ξ)f :=
dk
dtk
e−ithOp(eithψ)(x)|t=0
where h is any function onM so that dhx = ξ and ψ is any local section of L with ψ(x) = f .
Proposition 4.1 The principal symbols of the operators D(α), D
(α)
J , D
′(α,J) and D
′′(α,J) are
given by
ps(D(α))(x, ξ) = iCl(ξ♯) ps(D
(α)
J )(x, ξ) = iCl(Jξ
♯) (54)
ps(D
′(α,J))(x, ξ) = iCJ(ξ
♯) ps(D
′′(α,J))(x, ξ) = −iAJ(ξ
♯) (55)
with ξ♯ ∈ TxM defined so that ωx(ξ
♯, · ) = ξ.
In particular, the symbol of the operator D
′(α,J)
q , which is the restriction of D
′(α,J) to
SqJ with values in S
q+1
J , is injective for all q. The operator D
′′(α,J)D
′(α,J)
q , which is the
restriction of D
′′(α,J)D
′(α,J) to SqJ , is self-adjoint, elliptic, and preserves the degree.
Theorem 4.2 Consider a compact symplectic manifold (M,ω), with
• an Mpc-structure (P, φ);
• a compatible positive almost complex structure J ;
• an MU c connection α on the MU c-structure PJ = φ
−1U(M,ω, J) chosen so that the
induced linear connection has vanishing torsion vector.
Then, for each integer q ≥ 0, the operator D
(α)
q , which is the restriction of D(α) to S
q
J with
values in Sq+1J , has a finite dimensional kernel.
Proof Given any polynomial spinor field ψ ∈ SqJ , we decompose it by degrees as
ψ = ψq + ψq−1 + . . .+ ψ1 + ψ0.
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Then D(α)ψ = 0 is equivalent to D
′(α,J)ψq = 0, D
′(α,J)ψq−1 = 0, D
′(α,J)ψk−2 = −D
′′(α,J)ψk
for 2 ≤ k ≤ q and D
′′(α,J)ψ1 = 0. Now an element is in the kernel of D
′(α,J) if and only if it is
in the kernel of D
′′(α,J)D
′(α,J) and this kernel is finite dimensional since D
′′(α,J)D
′(α,J) is self-
adjoint, elliptic, and acts on sections of a finite dimensional bundle over a compact manifold.
So ψq and ψq−1 belong to a finite dimensional subspace and inductively for decreasing k’s,
each ψk belongs to the finite dimensional subspace whose image under −D
′(α,J) is the finite
dimensional subspace which is the image under D
′′(α,J) of possible ψk+2’s.
The commutator of D(α) and D
(α)
J yields a second order operator introduced by Habermann
P(α,J) = i[D
(α)
J , D
(α)]; (56)
it is now given by P(α,J) = 2[D
′(α,J), D
′′(α,J)]; it is elliptic [6] and preserves the degree. Thus,
on the dense subspace of polynomial spinor fields, the operator P(α,J) is a direct sum of
operators acting on sections of finite rank vector bundles.
More generally, we consider a field A of endomorphisms of the tangent bundle TM of a
symplectic manifold (M,ω), such that
ω(AX, Y ) = −ǫ(A)ω(X,AY ) ∀X, Y ∈ Γ(M,TM),
with ǫ(A) = ±1 and such that there is a linear connection ∇ preserving ω and A, i.e.
∇ω = 0 and ∇A = 0.
We consider a Mpc-connection α = α1 + α0 so that α1 = φ
∗β1 where β1 is the connection
1-form on Sp(M,ω) defined by the linear connection ∇. We define a new A-twisted Dirac
operator which is a first order differential operator acting on symplectic spinor fields:
D
(α)
A ϕ :=
∑
a
Cl(Aea)∇
(α)
ea ϕ = −
∑
abd
Adaω
abCl(ed)∇
(α)
eb
ϕ (57)
where ea is a local frame field for TM and e
a is defined by ω(ea, e
b) = δba.
TheMpc symplectic Dirac operator D(α) corresponds to A = Id, ǫ(A) = 1. The operator
D
(α)
J corresponds to A = J , ǫ(A) = −1 for J a positive compatible almost complex structure
on (M,ω).
4.2 Symplectic Dirac operators on symmetric spaces
Consider (M = G/K, ω,A), a pseudo-Hermitean or bi-Lagrangian symmetric space, or
more generally a symplectic symmetric space with a G-invariant parallel field A of invertible
endomorphisms so that Ax ∈ sp(TxM,ωx) (A
2 = −Id in the pseudo-Hermitean case and
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A2 = Id in the bi-Lagrangian case). Observe that a pseudo-Hermitean symmetric space is
pseudo-Ka¨hlerian since the torsion vanishes and ∇J = 0.
We write as before g = k ⊕ p and consider the non-degenerate skewsymmetric AdK
invariant 2-form Ω on p and the AdK invariant endomorphism A˜ of p (which is a complex
structure ˜ on p if A2 = −Id or gives a splitting into ±1-eigenvalues p = p+⊕p− if A
2 = Id).
Definition 4.3 We define the symmetric non-degenerate 2-form BA˜ on p
BA˜(X, Y ) = −Ω(X, A˜
−1Y );
it is AdK invariant; we extend BA˜ to a an AdK and ad g invariant symmetric bilinear form
B˜A˜ on g, using the fact that [p, p] = k through
B˜A˜(X, [Y, Z]) := 0 and B˜A˜([X, T ], [Y, Z]) := BA˜(X, [T, [Y, Z]])
for any X, Y, Z, T ∈ p. This is well defined since BA˜(X, [T, [Y, Z]]) = BA˜(Y, [Z, [X, T ]]) by
the usual symmetry properties of a pseudo-Riemannian curvature tensor.
We assume that there is a liftable G-invariant K-structure on (M,ω) defined by
the principal bundle G
π
→M , the homomorphism
τ : K → GL(p,Ω, A˜) ⊂ Sp(p,Ω) : k 7→ τ(k) := Ad(k)|p
with GL(p,Ω, A˜) = { g ∈ Sp(V,Ω) | gA˜ = A˜g } and a lift
τ˜ : K →Mpc(p,Ω, j) : k 7→ τ˜ (k).
This is always true in the pseudo-Hermitean case : when A = J˜ , GL(p,Ω, A˜) = U(p,Ω, ˜)
and we consider te lift τ˜ = F˜,j ◦ τ with F˜,j : U(V,Ω, ˜)→Mp
c(V,Ω, j) as in (24).
It is also always true in the bi-Lagrangian case : when A2 = Id, GL(p,Ω, A˜) = τp+GL(p+)
and we have the lift τ˜ = L ◦ Ad |p+ with L : GL(p+)→Mp
c(p,Ω, j) defined as in (40).
Choose any G-invariant Mpc-structure on (M = G/K, ω), then
Pχ := G×K,χ×τ˜ Mp
c(V,Ω, j)
corresponding to the choice of a character χ : K → U(1). Observe that the canonical line
bundle Pχ(η) is given by
Pχ(η) = G×K,χ′ C with χ
′(k) = η(χ(k)τ˜(k)) = χ(k)2η ◦ τ˜(k). (58)
The spinor bundle is given by
S = G×K,U ◦ (χ×τ˜) H
±∞ (59)
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and any spinor field ϕ is viewed as a K-equivariant function ϕ˜
ϕ˜ : G→ H∞ with ϕ(π(g)) = [g, ϕ˜(g)]
so that ϕ˜(gk) = U (χ(k−1)τ˜(k−1)) (ϕ˜(g)).
In this context of symmetric spaces, we choose the symmetric connection α defined
on the K-principal bundle G
π
→ G/K :
αg(Lg∗X) = Xk ∀X ∈ g (60)
where Uk denotes the projection of U ∈ g on k relatively to g = k ⊕ p. The vector Lg∗X
for X ∈ p is the horizontal lift of the vector ρM(g)∗eK(X) with p identified with TeKG/K.
Hence (
˜
∇
(α)
[g,X]ϕ
)
(g) =
d
dt |0
ϕ˜(g exp(tX)) = X˜gϕ˜ ∀X ∈ p (61)
where X˜ is the left invariant vector field on G corresponding to X ∈ p ⊂ g. Since this
choice of connection is natural in the symmetric context, we shall from now on often drop
the (α) in all notations concerning Dirac operators and covariant derivatives.
The choice of a basis Xa of p and the choice of an element g ∈ G induce a frame at the
point x = gK given by ea(x) := [g,Xa] = ρ
M (g)∗eK(Xa) so that the Dirac operator has the
global form
D = −
∑
a,b
Ωabcl(Xa)⊗ X˜b (62)
where Ωab denotes the coefficients of the inverse of the matrix Ωab := Ω(Xa, Xb). The A
twisted Dirac operator is given by
DA = −
∑
a,b
Ωabcl(A˜Xa)⊗ X˜b = −
∑
acd
ΩadA˜cacl(Xc)⊗ X˜d =
∑
cd
Bcdcl(Xc)⊗ X˜d (63)
where Bcd denotes the components of the inverse of the symmetric matrix defined by Bab =
BA˜(Xa, Xb) = −Ω(Xa, A˜
−1Xb) as in Definition 4.3.
In the Ka¨hlerian symmetric case the Dirac–Dolbeault symplectic operators can be writ-
ten
D
′(J) = −
∑
ab
Ωabc(Xa)⊗ X˜b = −
1
2
∑
ab
Ωabc(Xa)⊗ (X˜b − i˜˜Xb) (64)
D
′′(J) =
∑
ab
Ωaba(Xa)⊗ X˜b =
1
2
∑
ab
Ωaba(Xa)⊗ (X˜b + i˜˜Xb) (65)
with creation and annihilation operators c and a defined by (51).
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4.2.1 Parthasarathy formula for the commutator [D,DA]
The commutator of D and DA is given by
(DDA −DAD)ϕ˜ = −
2n∑
abcd=1
ΩabBcd
(
cl(XaXc)X˜bX˜dϕ˜− cl(XcXa)X˜dX˜bϕ˜
)
= −
2n∑
abcd=1
ΩabBcd
(
(cl(XaXc)− cl(XcXa)) X˜bX˜dϕ˜
+cl(XcXa)
(
X˜bX˜d − X˜dX˜b
)
ϕ˜
)
=
i
~
2n∑
bd=1
BbdX˜bX˜dϕ˜−
2n∑
abcd=1
ΩabBcdcl(XcXa) ˜[Xb, Xd]ϕ˜.
Introducing a basis {W1, . . . ,Wk } of k we can write
[Xb, Xd] =
k∑
rs=1
B˜A˜([Xb, Xd],Wr)B˜
rsWs = −
k∑
rs=1
BA˜(Xd, [Xb,Wr])B˜
rsWs
=
k∑
rs=1
BA˜(adWr(Xb), Xd)B˜
rsWs.
where B˜rs are the coefficients of the matrix which is the inverse of the matrix B˜pq :=
B˜A˜(Wp,Wq). On the other hand we have adWr(Xb) =
∑2n
dc=1BA˜(adWr(Xb), Xd)B
dcXc so
that
adWr|p =
2n∑
abcd=1
BA˜(adWr(Xb), Xd)B
dcΩbaXa ⊗Xc.
Remark that
∑2n
bd=1BA˜(adWr(Xb), Xd)B
dcΩba =
∑2n
b=1(adWr)
c
bΩ
ba is symmetric in ac since
adWr|p is in sp(p,Ω). Hence, using formula (17), we have
(cl ◦ ν)(adWr|p) = −
i~
2
2n∑
abcd=1
BA˜(adWr(Xb), Xd)B
dcΩbacl(XcXa).
The last term in the formula for the commutator can be rewritten as
2n∑
abcd=1
ΩabBcdcl(XcXa) ˜[Xb, Xd]ϕ˜ =
2n∑
abcd=1
ΩabBcd
k∑
rs=1
BA˜(adWr(Xb), Xd)B˜
rscl(XcXa)W˜sϕ˜
= −2
i
~
k∑
rs=1
B˜rs(cl ◦ ν)(adWr|p)W˜sϕ˜
so that
(DDA −DAD)ϕ˜ =
i
~
2n∑
bd=1
BbdX˜bX˜dϕ˜+ 2
i
~
k∑
rs=1
B˜rs(cl ◦ ν)(adWr|p)W˜sϕ˜. (66)
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We can introduce the Casimir element ΩB˜g in the center of the universal enveloping algebra
of g defined by the invariant symmetric 2-form B˜A˜; since {W1, . . . ,Wk, X1, . . .X2n} is a
basis of g = k+ p and since k and p are B˜A˜- orthogonal, we have
ΩB˜g =
2n∑
bd=1
BbdXb ·Xd +
k∑
rs=1
B˜rsWr ·Ws. (67)
Similarly the Casimir element ΩB˜k in the center of the universal enveloping algebra of k is
defined by the invariant symmetric 2-form B˜A˜ restricted to k; so that
ΩB˜k =
k∑
rs=1
B˜rsWr ·Ws. (68)
Those act as G-invariant differential operators Ω˜B˜g and Ω˜
B˜
k on the space of spinors (viewed
as functions on G). Spinors are equivariant functions so that for any W ∈ k we have(
W˜ ϕ˜
)
(g) = −U∗(χ∗(W ) + τ˜∗(W )) (ϕ˜(g)) .
Since U∗(X) = cl (ν(σ∗(X))) +
1
2
η∗(X)Id by equation (20) and σ∗τ˜∗(W ) = adW |p we have(
W˜ ϕ˜
)
(g) = −
(
χ∗(W ) +
1
2
η∗τ˜∗(W ) + (cl ◦ ν)(adW |p)
)
(ϕ˜(g))
= −
(
1
2
χ′∗(W ) + (cl ◦ ν)(adW |p)
)
(ϕ˜(g)) ,
where χ′ is the character defining the canonical bundle Pχ(η) associated to theMp
c-structure
Pχ. Hence we have
(DDA −DAD)ϕ˜
=
i
~
(Ω˜B˜g − Ω˜
B˜
k )ϕ˜− 2
i
~
k∑
rs=1
B˜rs(cl ◦ ν)(adWr|p)
(
1
2
χ′∗(Ws) + (cl ◦ ν)(adWs|p)
)
ϕ˜
=
i
~
Ω˜B˜g ϕ˜−
i
~
k∑
rs=1
B˜rs
(
1
2
χ′∗(Wr) + (cl ◦ ν)(adWr|p)
) (
1
2
χ′∗(Ws) + (cl ◦ ν)(adWs|p)
)
ϕ˜
−
2i
~
k∑
rs=1
B˜rs(cl ◦ ν)(adWr|p)
(
1
2
χ′∗(Ws) + (cl ◦ ν)(adWs|p)
)
ϕ˜.
Proposition 4.4 Consider a symplectic symmetric space (M = G/K, ω) endowed with a
G-invariant field A of invertible endomorphisms so that Ax ∈ sp(TxM,ωx) and assume
that there is a liftable G-invariant K-structure on (M,ω). Consider the G invariant Mpc-
structure associated to the character χ of K and the symmetric connection. With B˜A˜ defined
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as in 4.3, with χ′ the character corresponding to the canonical line bundle as in (58), and
with the notations above, the commutator of the Dirac operator D and the A twisted Dirac
operator DA has the form:
(DDA −DAD)ϕ˜ =
( i
~
Ω˜B˜g −
3i
~
(cl ◦ ν ◦ ad |p)(Ω
A˜
k )−
i
4~
k∑
rs=1
B˜rsχ′∗(Wr)χ
′
∗(Ws)
−
2i
~
k∑
rs=1
B˜rsχ′∗(Wr)(cl ◦ ν ◦ ad |p)(Ws)
)
ϕ˜ (69)
=
i
~
(
Ω˜B˜g + (cl ◦ ν ◦ ad |p)(Ω
A˜
k )− 4(cl ◦ ν ◦ ad |p +
1
4
χ′∗)(Ω
A˜
k )
)
ϕ˜. (70)
This clearly simplifies drastically when the Mpc-structure comes from a metaplectic struc-
ture (i.e. χ′ = 0).
4.3 The example of CP n
In this section, we shall illustrate the construction of the homogeneous Mpc-structures, the
invariant symplectic Dirac operatorsD,DJ , D
′(J), D
′′(J) and the elliptic operator P(J) on the
complex projective spaces. We shall use the standard invariant complex structure on CP n
and thus we shall drop the superscript (J). We shall compute the eigenvalues of P and the
kernel of D
′
. The case of CP 1 was treated by Brasch, Habermann and Habermann in [1],
using metaplectic structures. It was extended in higher odd dimensions using metaplectic
structure by Christian Wyss in his Diplomarbeit at the Universita¨t Bremen in 2003. The
operators D
′
and D
′′
were also explored on CP 1 by Korman [8], where they are called
symplectic Dolbeault operators.
4.3.1 Homogeneous Mpc-structures and spinor fields on CP n
The complex projective space CP n has a natural structure of symmetric space. Viewing CP n
as the set of complex lines in Cn+1, we have CP n = (Cn+1 \ {0}) /∼ where the equivalence
relation is defined by z = (z0, . . . , zn) ∼ z′ = (z
′0, . . . , z
′n) if and only if z′ = λz for a
non-vanishing λ ∈ C. We denote by [z] the equivalence class of z ∈ Cn+1 \ {0}. The group
SU(n + 1) acts on CP n through A · [z] := [Az]. This action is transitive. The stabiliser K
of the point [1, 0, . . . , 0] is isomorphic to U(n):
K :=
{
q˜(A) :=
(
detA−1 0
0 A
)∣∣∣∣∣A ∈ U(n)
}
⊂ SU(n + 1).
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Observe that K is the subgroup of SU(n + 1) of the elements which are stable under the
involutive automorphism σ of SU(n + 1) defined by
σ(g) = SgS−1 with S =
(
−1 0
0 Idn
)
.
This gives
CP n = SU(n + 1)/K
the structure of a symmetric space. The Lie algebra su(n + 1) decomposes into ±1 eigen-
spaces for the differential σ˜ = σ∗ as
su(n + 1) = k⊕ p where k :=
{(
a 0
0 A
) ∣∣∣∣∣ a ∈ iR, A ∈ u(n), a+ Tr(A) = 0
}
is the Lie algebra of K and
p :=
{
q(α) :=
(
0 −α¯T
α 0
)∣∣∣∣∣α ∈ Cn
}
q
≃ Cn.
Let B˜ be the invariant positive definite symmetric two form on su(n + 1) defined by
B˜(x, y) := −1
2
Tr(xy); its restriction B to p defines an Ad(K)-invariant metric
B(q(α), q(β)) = Re(αT β¯)
which coincides with the real part of the standard Hermitean form on Cn. The Ad(K)-
invariant complex structure j on p is given by
j := Adw with w =
(
e
−niπ
2(n+1) 0
0 e
iπ
2(n+1) Idn
)
so that j(q(α)) = q(iα)
coincides with the multiplication by i on Cn. The Ad(K)-invariant symplectic form on p is
given by Ω(·, ·) = B(j·, ·) so that
Ω(q(α), q(β)) = −Im(αT β¯)
coincides with minus the imaginary part of the standard Hermitean form on Cn.
The tangent bundle to CP n is canonically identified with
TCP n ≃ SU(n + 1)×K,Ad |p p
and B, j induce an SU(n + 1)-invariant Ka¨hler structure (g, J) on CP n as before:
gg′K([g
′, X ], [g′, Y ]) = B(X, Y ), Jg′K([g
′, X ]) := [g′, j(X)],
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for g′ ∈ SU(n + 1), X, Y ∈ p. The corresponding symplectic form is the Ka¨hler form
ωg′K([g
′, X ], [g′, Y ]) := Ω(X, Y ).
The unitary frame bundle takes the form
U(M,ω, J) = SU(n + 1)×K,τ U(p,Ω, j) with τ(B)(U) := Ad(B)|p ◦U. (71)
For CP n we have Ad(q˜(A))|p = det(A)A ∈ U(p,Ω, j) for A ∈ U(n).
Mpc-structures depend on the choice of a character of K ≃ U(n). Such a character is of
the form χk(A) := det
k(A) for A ∈ U(n) and the corresponding homogeneousMpc-structure
is
Pχk := SU(n + 1)×U(n),detk ×τ ◦ q˜ Mp
c(p,Ω, j), (72)
for the map detk ×τ ◦ q˜ : U(n)→MU c(p,Ω, j) : B 7→ (detk(B), det(B)B).
The spinor bundle Sχk associated to the Mp
c-structure Pχk is given by
Sχk = SU(n + 1)×U(n),U ◦ (χk×τ ◦ q˜) H
∞. (73)
A spinor field is a section of this bundle; equivalently it is a U(n)–equivariant map
ϕ : SU(n + 1)→H∞ such that (74)
(ϕ(A q˜(B)))(z) =
(
U
(
χk(B
−1), τ(B−1)
)
ϕ(A)
)
(z) = detk(B−1)ϕ(A)(det(B)Bz),
for all A ∈ SU(n + 1) and B ∈ U(n) and z ∈ Cn.
The space H∞ contains the dense subspace E := ⊕l∈NS
l(Cn) where Sl(Cn) is the space
of homogeneous polynomials of degree l in n complex variables and each subspace Sl(Cn) is
stable under the action of the groupMU c(p,Ω, j). Hence, the space of sections of the spinor
bundle decomposes as the sum of spaces of K-equivariant functions ϕ : SU(n+1)→ Sl(Cn).
We will denote this space by E lχk . Remark that the equivariance of the map ϕ takes the
form
(ϕ(Aq˜(B)))(z) = detl−k(B)ϕ(A)(Bz).
The commutator P(J) = 2[D
′(J), D
′′(J)] = i[DJ , D] preserves this decomposition on spinors.
We now decompose the space of spinor fields in E lχk under the action of SU(n+1), using
the Peter–Weyl Theorem and we get
Lemma 4.5 Let I be the set of highest weights parametrizing the irreducible representations
of SU(n+ 1). The space E lχk decomposes as the sum∑
λ∈I
Vλ ⊗HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn)), (75)
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where (Vλ, πλ) is an irreducible representation of SU(n + 1) with highest weight λ and
the space HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn)) denotes the space of K-intertwining homomorphisms from
(Vλ, πλ|K) to (S
l(Cn), ρ′) with
(ρ′(q˜(B))f)(z) := detk−l(B)f(B−1z) (76)
A tensor v ⊗ L ∈ Vλ ⊗ HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn)) corresponds to a function ϕ : SU(n + 1) →
Sl(Cn) : g 7→ L(πλ(g
−1)v).
Theorem 4.6 For each λ ∈ I the Dirac operators D,DJ , D
′
and D
′′
preserve the spaces
⊕lVλ ⊗ HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn));
they induce operators on ⊕l HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn)) : D(λ,k), D
(λ,k)
J , D
′(λ,k) and D
′′(λ,k). For
L ∈ ⊕l HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn)) we have
D(λ,k)L :=
∑
ij
Ωijcl(Xi) ◦L ◦ πλ∗(Xj), D
(λ,k)
J L := −
∑
ij
Bijcl(Xi) ◦L ◦πλ∗(Xj). (77)
D
′(λ,k)L :=
∑
rs
Ωrsc(Xr) ◦L ◦ πλ∗(Xs) =
1
2
∑
rs
Ωrsc(Xr) ◦L ◦ πλ∗(Xs − ijXs) (78)
D
′′(λ,k)L := −
∑
rs
Ωrsa(Xr) ◦L ◦ πλ∗(Xs) = −
1
2
∑
rs
Ωrsc(Xr) ◦L ◦πλ∗(Xs + ijXs). (79)
where X1, . . . , X2n is a basis of p.
Proof For v ∈ Vλ, L ∈ ⊕l HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn)) and X ∈ p we have
X˜j(v ⊗ L) = −v ⊗ (L ◦ πλ∗(Xj)),
hence, using the expression of the symplectic Dirac operator on a symmetric space (62),
D(v ⊗ L)(g) = −
∑
i,j
Ωijcl(Xi)X˜jg(v ⊗ L) =
∑
i,j
Ωijcl(Xi) (v ⊗ (L ◦ πλ∗(Xj))) (g).
The other operators work similarly using (63, 64, 65).
4.3.2 The spinor fields in Vλ ⊗HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn))
We take the maximal torus T =

 e
iθ1 0 0
0
. . . 0
0 0 eiθn+1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ei(θ1...+θn+1) = 1
 in SU(n + 1);
it is also a maximal torus in K. A weight of the Lie algebra t of T is an imaginary valued
linear form on t; it will be written as b1ǫ1 + . . .+ bnǫn with
(b1ǫ1 + . . .+ bnǫn)
 iθ1 0 00 . . . 0
0 0 iθn+1
 = i(b1θ1 + . . . bnθn).
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It is a weight of the group T if it lifts to a group homomorphism from T to U(1), i.e. if the
bi are integers; then (with a slight abuse of notation), the homomorphism is given by
(b1ǫ1 + . . .+ bnǫn)
 e
iθ1 0 0
0
. . . 0
0 0 eiθn+1
 = ei(b1θ1+...bnθn).
The set of roots of su(n+1) is {±(ǫi− ǫj); 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n+1} with ǫn+1 := −(ǫ1+ . . .+ ǫn).
The set of roots of k is {±(ǫi − ǫj); 2 ≤ i < j ≤ n + 1}. We choose as positive roots the
ǫi − ǫj for i < j. Any irreducible representation of a compact Lie group is characterised by
a highest weight. The highest weight for an irreducible representation of SU(n + 1) is an
n-tuple of non-increasing non-negative integers:
λ = m1ǫ1 + . . .mnǫn with m1 ≥ m2 ≥ . . . ≥ mn−1 ≥ mn ≥ 0.
The highest weight for an irreducible representation of K ≃ U(n) is a n-tuple of integers,
the last n− 1 being non-increasing and non-negative:
µ = k1ǫ1 + . . . knǫn with k2 ≥ k3 ≥ . . . ≥ kn−1 ≥ kn ≥ 0.
Theorem 4.7 (A. Ikeda and Y. Tanigushi [7]) An irreducible representation (V, ρ) of
SU(n+1) of highest weight λ = m1ǫ1+. . .mnǫn decomposes, as a K-module, into irreducible
K-modules as
V = ⊕V Kk1ǫ1+...knǫn
where V Kk1ǫ1+...knǫn is the irreducible K-module of highest weight k1ǫ1 + . . . knǫn, and where
the summation runs over all integers k1, . . . , kn for which there exists an integer k˜ satisfying
m1 ≥ k2 + k˜ ≥ m2 ≥ k3 + k˜ ≥ m3 ≥ . . . ≥ mn−1 ≥ kn + k˜ ≥ mn ≥ k˜ ≥ 0,
and
k1 =
n∑
i=1
mi −
n∑
j=2
kj − (n + 1)k˜.
The representation ρ′ of K on Sl(Cn)) defined by (76) has a unique highest weight vector
the polynomial f(z = (z1, . . . , zn)) = z
l
n (up to multiples). Hence the representation is
irreducible of highest weight
(2l − k)ǫ1 + lǫ2 + . . .+ lǫn.
Theorem 4.8 If (Vλ, πλ) is an irreducible representation of SU(n + 1) (with n ≥ 2) of
highest weight λ = m1ǫ1 + . . . mnǫn (m1 ≥ m2 ≥ . . . ≥ mn−1 ≥ mn ≥ 0), the space
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HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn)) vanishes unless
m1 +mn + k = 3r for an integer r satisfying mn ≤ r ≤ m1
r −mn ≤ l ≤ r
m2 = m3 = . . . = mn−1 = r when n > 2.
and under those conditions, HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn) is one-dimensional.
In particular, in the case of CP 2, the space of spinor fields for the Mpc-structure cor-
responding to k = 0 is given by
⊕a≥0,r≥aV(2r+a)ǫ1+(r−a)ǫ2 ⊗
(
⊕a≤l≤r HomU(2)(V(2r+a)ǫ1+(r−a)ǫ2 , S
l(C2))
)
;
and each of those HomU(2)(V(2r+a)ǫ1+(r−a)ǫ2 , S
l(C2)) is one-dimensional.
4.3.3 The spectrum of P on CP n
To compute the spectrum of the commutator P, we use Parthasarathy formula as given in
subsection 4.2.1:
Pϕ˜ = −i(DDJ −DJD)ϕ˜
=
1
~
(
˜
ΩB˜
su(n+1) + (cl ◦ ν ◦ ad |p)(Ω
B˜
k )− 4(cl ◦ ν ◦ ad |p +
1
4
χ′∗)(Ω
B˜
k )
)
ϕ˜ (80)
where B˜(X, Y ) = −1
2
TrXY .
Lemma 4.9 Let t be the Lie algebra of a maximal torus T in the Lie algebra g of a compact
Lie group G. Let Φ be the set of roots and Φ+ be the chosen set of positive roots. Let B˜ be
an invariant symmetric non-degenerate real bilinear form on g; it induces an isomorphism
between it∗ and it, and a scalar product on it∗ which we denote by < , >B˜. The Casimir
operator ΩB˜g =
∑
r,s B˜
rsXr ◦Xs (where the Xr form a basis of g, B˜rs = B˜(Xr, Xs) and B˜
rs
is the inverse matrix) acts on an irreducible representation (V, π) of the Lie algebra g of
highest weight λ ∈ it∗ by a multiple of the identity given by
π
(
ΩB˜g
)
|Vλ = c
g,B˜
λ Id|Vλ with c
g,B˜
λ :=< λ, 2ρ+ λ >B˜
where ρ = 1
2
∑
α∈Φ+ α is half the sum of the positive roots.
Proof Since the Casimir is central in the universal enveloping algebra of g by invariance
of B˜, it acts on any irreducible representation of the Lie algebra g by a multiple of the
identity. To compute this multiple on an irreducible representation of highest λ we evaluate
its action on a highest vector vλ.
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The complexified Lie algebra gC decomposes as gC = tC ⊕ ⊕α∈Φgα. Extending B˜ C-
linearly to gC, invariance implies B˜(gα, gβ) = 0 unless α+β = 0, and the restriction of B˜ to
tC is non-degenerate. For any root α ∈ Φ we define uα ∈ it
∗ so that α(h) = B˜(uα, h) ∀h ∈ t.
Choosing Eα ∈ gα for any positive root α ∈ Φ
+ and choosing a basis { T1, . . . , Tk } of t, a
basis for g is given by {Xα :=
1
2
(Eα + Eα), Yα :=
1
2i
(Eα − Eα) for all α ∈ Φ
+, T1, . . . , Tk }.
Observe that the conjugate Eα is in g−α. By invariance, we have [Eα, Eα] = B˜(Eα, Eα)uα so
that the Xα, Yα’s are all B˜ orthogonal and B˜(Xα, Xα) =
1
2
B˜(Eα, Eα) = −B˜(Yα, Yα). Since
π(gα)vλ = 0 for any α ∈ Φ
+ the action of the Casimir operator on the highest vector vλ can
be written
π
(
ΩB˜g
)
vλ =
(∑
α∈Φ+
2
B˜(Eα, Eα)
(π(Xα) ◦ π(Xα) + π(Yα) ◦ π(Yα)) +
k∑
i,j=1
B˜ijTi ◦Tj
)
vλ
=
(∑
α∈Φ+
1
B˜(Eα, Eα)
(
π(Eα) ◦ π(Eα) + π(Eα) ◦π(Eα)
)
+
k∑
i,j=1
B˜ijTi ◦Tj
)
vλ
=
∑
α∈Φ+
1
B˜(Eα, Eα)
[
π(Eα), π(Eα)
]
vλ +
k∑
i,j=1
B˜ijλ(Ti)λ(Tj)vλ
=
∑
α∈Φ+
π(uα)vλ +
k∑
i,j=1
B˜ijB˜(uλ, Ti)B˜(uλ, Tj))vλ
=
(∑
α∈Φ+
λ(uα) + B˜(uλ, uλ)
)
vλ
=
(
< λ, 2ρ >B˜ + < λ, λ >B˜
)
vλ.
We consider a spinor field ϕ˜ = v⊗L belonging to Vλ⊗HomK(Vλ, S
l(Cn)) for an irreducible
representation (Vλ, πλ) of SU(n + 1) of highest weight
λ = m1ǫ1 + . . .mnǫn, (81)
with m1 ≥ m2 ≥ . . . ≥ mn satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.7. Since X˜(v ⊗ L) =
−L ◦ πλ∗(X) for all X ∈ su(n+ 1) we have
(
˜
ΩB˜
su(n+1)(v ⊗ L))(g) =
(
πλ∗(Ω
B˜
su(n+1))v ⊗ L
)
(g)
= c
su(n+1),B˜
λ (v ⊗ L)(g).
Also
((
(cl ◦ ν ◦ ad |p)(Ω
B˜
k )
)
(v ⊗ L)
)
(g) =
(
(cl ◦ ν ◦ ad |p)(Ω
B˜
k )
)
((v ⊗ L)(g)). By equation
(20) and the definition (21) of Fj, we have cl ◦ ν(Y ) = U∗ ((Fj∗(Y )) −
1
2
Trj(Y )Id for all
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Y ∈ u(n). Since Ad |pq˜(A) = (detj A)A and (U(Fj((detj A)A))f)(z) = f((detj A)
−1A−1z)
for all A ∈ U(n), the representation (cl ◦ ν ◦ ad |p) of k on S
l(Cn) is given by
((cl ◦ ν ◦ ad |p)(q˜∗b)f)(z) =
(
−l −
n+ 1
2
)
Trj b f(z) +
d
dt
f(exp−tb z) ∀b ∈ u(n).
For only highest weight vector we get the polynomial f(z = (z1, . . . , zn)) = z
l
n (up to a
multiple). Hence the representation is irreducible of highest weight
β =
(
2l +
n+ 1
2
)
ǫ1 + lǫ2 + . . .+ lǫn. (82)
We get ((
(cl ◦ ν ◦ ad |p)(Ω
B˜
k )
)
(v ⊗ L)
)
(g) = ck,B˜β (v ⊗ L)(g) and((
(cl ◦ ν ◦ ad |p +
1
4
χ′∗)(Ω
B˜
k )
)
(v ⊗ L)
)
(g) = ck,B˜γ (v ⊗ L)(g)
because cl ◦ ν ◦ ad |p +
1
4
χ′∗ is again an irreducible representation of k on S
l(Cn). Since
χ′(q˜(A)) = η(χ⊗Fj ◦ Ad |p)(q˜(A)) = η((detj A)
k, (detj A)A) = (detj A)
2k detj((detj A)A) =
(detj A)
2k+n+1, it has highest weight
γ =
(
2l +
n+ 1
2
−
2k + n + 1
4
)
ǫ1 + lǫ2 + . . .+ lǫn. (83)
Hence
Lemma 4.10 For theMpc-structure on CP n defined by χk (as in (72)), the elliptic operator
P = −i(DDJ −DJD) acts on the subspace of spinor fields Vλ⊗HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn)) (when
it does not vanish) as a multiple of the identity given by
1
~
(
c
su(n+1),B˜
λ + c
k,B˜
β − 4c
k,B˜
γ
)
=
1
~
(
< λ, 2ρsu(n+1) + λ >B˜ + < β, 2ρk + β >B˜
−4 < γ, 2ρk + γ >B˜
)
for β = (2l + n+1
2
)ǫ1 + lǫ2 + . . .+ lǫn and γ = β −
2k+n+1
4
ǫ1.
In our situation, for g = su(n + 1) or g = k, with B˜(X, Y ) = −1
2
TrXY , an element
κ = k1ǫ1 + . . . knǫn in it
∗ corresponds to the element
uκ = 2

−k1 +
∑
j kj
n+1
0 . . . . . . 0
0 −k2 +
∑
j kj
n+1
0
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
... . . . 0 −kn +
∑
j kj
n+1
0
0 . . . . . . 0 +
∑
j kj
n+1

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in it. Hence
< κ, κ′ >= −2
(∑
j
kjk
′
j −
1
n + 1
∑
j
kj
∑
i
k′i
)
.
On the other hand
2ρsu(n+1) =
∑
1≤i<j≤n+1
(ǫi − ǫj)
= nǫ1 + (n− 2)ǫ2 + . . .+ (−n)ǫn+1
= 2nǫ1 + 2(n− 1)ǫ2 + . . .+ 2ǫn
and
2ρk =
∑
2≤i<j≤n+1
(ǫi − ǫj)
= (n− 1)ǫ1 + 2(n− 1)ǫ2 + 2(n− 2)ǫ3 + . . .+ 2ǫn.
4.3.4 Kernels of the Dirac–Dolbeault operators D′ and D′′ on CP n.
We consider the basis of p defined by Xk := q(ek) = Ek0 − E0k, Xn+k := jXk = q(iek) =
iE0k + iEk0 for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, with e1, . . . , en the standard basis of C
n. Observe that
Xk − ijXk = q(ek) − iq(iek) = 2Ek0 and similarly Xn+k − ijXn+k = 2iEk0. Furthermore
Ω(q(ek), q(el)) = Ω(q(iek), q(iel)) = 0 and Ω(q(ek), q(iel)) = δkl. Hence, for any element
L ∈ ⊕l HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn)) the operator D
′(λ,k) can be written as in (78)
D
′(λ,k)L = 1
2
2n∑
rs=1
Ωrsc(Xr) ◦L ◦ πλ∗(Xs − ijXs)
= 1
2
n∑
k=1
c(ek) ◦L ◦πλ∗(2iEk0)−
1
2
n∑
k=1
c(iek) ◦L ◦ πλ∗(2Ek0)
= 2i
n∑
k=1
c(ek) ◦L ◦ πλ∗(Ek0) (84)
where (c(ek)f)(z) :=
1
2~
zkf(z) following (51). Similarly Xk + ijXk = −2E0k and Xn+k +
ijXn+k = 2iE0k and (79) becomes
D
′′(λ,k)L = −2i
n∑
k=1
a(ek) ◦L ◦ πλ∗(E0k) (85)
where (a(ek)f)(z) :=
∂
∂zk
f(z). In view of Theorem 4.8, the space of spinors for the Mpc-
structure on CP n defined by χk (as in (72)) is given by
⊕r≥0,0≤b≤r,r+b≥kVλ=(2r+b−k)ǫ1+rǫ2+...+rǫn−1+(r−b)ǫn ⊗
(
⊕rl=bHomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn))
)
.
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and each HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn)) in this sum is 1-dimensional.
Since D′ preserves each
(
⊕rl=bHomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn))
)
and increases the degree of polyno-
mials, it is clear that
⊕l≥0,0≤b≤l,l+b≥kVλ=(2l+b−k)ǫ1+lǫ2+...+lǫn−1+(l−b)ǫn ⊗ HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn))
is included in the kernel of D′. Furthermore, for any λ = (2r + b − k)ǫ1 + rǫ2 + . . . +
rǫn−1 + (r − b)ǫn, and for any 0 ≤ l < r, the operator D
′ maps a generator L(k,λ,l) of
HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn)) on a multiple of a generator L(k,λ,l+1) of HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l+1(Cn)); we
shall show that this multiple is not zero.Using (84) we have
D
′(λ,k)L(k,λ,l)w = 2i
n∑
s=1
c(es) ◦L(k,λ,l) ◦ πλ∗(Es0)w
and we choose the vector w = w(l+1) in Vλ so that it is a highest weight vector for K and
L(k,λ,l+1)w(l+1) = z
l+1
n . It has weight
(2l + 2− k)ǫ1 + (l + 1)ǫ2 + . . .+ (l + 1)ǫn = λ+ (r − l − 1)(ǫn+1 − ǫ1) + b(ǫn − ǫ1).
Since πλ∗(Ek0)w(l+1) has weight
(2l + 2− k)ǫ1 + (l + 1)ǫ2 + . . .+ (l + 1)ǫn + ǫk+1 − ǫ1
for any k < n and since L(k,λ,l) vanish on all vectors of weight higher than (2l− k)ǫ1+ lǫ2+
. . .+ lǫn, we have
D
′(λ,k)L(k,λ,l)w(l+1) = 2ic(en) ◦L(k,λ,l) ◦ πλ∗(En0)w(l+1).
On the other hand, if vλ denotes a highest weight vector in Vλ, any vector in Vλ is a linear
combination of vectors of the form
(Πj>k≥1(πλ∗(Ejk))
rjk) (πλ∗(En0))
rn0 . . . (πλ∗(E10))
r10vλ.
Since L(k,λ,l+1) is K-equivariant and vanishes on all vectors of weight higher than
(2l + 2− k)ǫ1 + (l + 1)ǫ2 + . . .+ (l + 1)ǫn, the element w(l+1) has a non-zero component in
(πλ∗(En0))
r−l−1(πλ∗(E(n−1)0))
bvλ
w(l+1) = cl+1(πλ∗(En0))
r−l−1(πλ∗(E(n−1)0))
bvλ + w
′
(l+1)
with w′(l+1) ∈ ⊕j>k≥1(πλ∗(Ejk)) ((Πj>k≥1(πλ∗(Ejk))
rjk) (πλ∗(En0))
rn0 . . . (πλ∗(E10))
r10vλ).
Now, L(k,λ,l) is also K-invariant, and πλ∗(En0) commutes with πλ∗(Ejk) for j > k > 0 so
that
L(k,λ,l) ◦ πλ∗(En0)w(l+1) = cl+1L(k,λ,l) ◦ πλ∗(En0)(πλ∗(En0))
r−l−1(πλ∗(E(n−1)0))
bvλ 6= 0.
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Similarly, since D′′ decreases the degree of the polynomials,
⊕r≥0,0≤l≤r,r+l≥kVλ=(2r+l−k)ǫ1+rǫ2+...+rǫn−1+(r−l)ǫn ⊗ HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn))
is the kernel of D′′ and we have
Proposition 4.11 For the Mpc-structure on CP n defined by χk (as in (72)), the kernel of
D′ is given by
⊕l≥0,0≤b≤l,l+b≥kVλ=(2l+b−k)ǫ1+lǫ2+...+lǫn−1+(l−b)ǫn ⊗ HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn))
and, for each λ = (2r+b−k)ǫ1+rǫ2+ . . .+rǫn−1+(r−b)ǫn with r ≥ 0, 0 ≤ b ≤ r, r+b ≥ k,
the operator D′ induces a bijection from HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn)) to HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l+1(Cn)) for
each b ≤ l < r.
The kernel of D′′ is given by
⊕r≥0,0≤l≤r,r+l≥kVλ=(2r+l−k)ǫ1+rǫ2+...+rǫn−1+(r−l)ǫn ⊗ HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn))
and, for each λ = (2r+b−k)ǫ1+rǫ2+ . . .+rǫn−1+(r−b)ǫn with r ≥ 0, 0 ≤ b ≤ r, r+b ≥ k,
the operator D′′ induces a bijection from HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn)) to HomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l−1(Cn)) for
each b < l ≤ r.
The kernel of D in each Vλ=(2r+b−k)ǫ1+rǫ2+...+rǫn−1+(r−b)ǫn ⊗
(
⊕rl=bHomK,(k)(Vλ, S
l(Cn))
)
is isomorphic to Vλ if r− b is even (and only involves polynomials of the same parity as r)
and this kernel is 0 if r − b is odd.
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